Fraternities
Threate ned by
Empty Beds

Smith Considers
mayoralty

This fall Earl Smith is once again considering running
for public office, that office being Mayor of the City of
Waterville. Smith, one of Colby 's Associate Dean of Students has been involved in Maine politics for over ten
years, having served on the Waterville City Council and
as a State Representative. Last year he ran and lost for
State Senator, although he carried Waterville by 500
votes.
One reason why Dean Smith is interested in running
for the position is his great concern for the future planning and development of Waterville. The area is still
underdeveloped in many ways and therefore has the advantage of hindsight , of being able to observe what has
happened to other communities that engaged in massive
happened to other communities that engaged in expansion and massive urban renewal without pausing to seriously consider where they wanted to be ten years from
now. This area's potential is tremendous but any growth

must be handled with care , with an eye toward avoiding
the plight of so many urban centers w hich grew too
quickly and without adequate planning.
The City's off-year municipal elections are held on
the third of December at which time the voters elect a
mayor at large and elect within the seven wards members
of the City Council , Ward Clerks, and Ward Constables.
The voter turnout in off-year elections in Waterville is
approximately 60% as opposed to an 80% turnout in national election years.
continued on page 3
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At about this time each year many of us look forward
to the opening of the Paper Wall, a place to buy refreshments and to socialize with friends. However, there will
be no Paper Wall this year nor will there be in the foreseeable future . The Paper Wall was officially closed last
spring through an action of the Deans.
For Debbie Smith and Diana Krauss, last year's proprietors of the Wall , its closing was as much of a surprise
as. it was td> anyone else. When they were confronted by
.' the Deans in February, '73, they were told that a complaint had been issued against them by a Colby student
nad had reached the Deans' office through John Zacamy,
former Director of Student Activities. Because the owners
of the Paper Wall made large profits every year, an infraction of the law was being committed : Colby pays no
taxes to the town of Waterville as long as its various
student organizations remain non-profit. It was also
called to the attention of the Deans that the owners
of the Wall had no food license, dnd did not pay rent
for the use of the Paper Wall room in Roberts , nor
did they pay state sales taxes. Finally, it was thought
unfair simply that students at Colby should make a
rofit from other students. When Debbie and Diana
r

were asked to appear before the Executive Committee
of the college, it was decided that the Paper Wall must
close, but that it could be held open until the spring,
so that the large quantities of food that had been purchased in advance could be sold.
It is ironic that in the seven years of the Paper Wall's
existence, all of the aforementioned violations had been
committed , but it was only last year that anyone seemed
to notice. Once formal complaints were registered , the
situation could no longer be ignored. Ironic also is the
part the Deans played in closing the Paper Wall, since it
was Dean Earl Smith who helped to organize the Paper
Wall in the first place.
For the proprietors, the year amounted to a great
deal of work and very little profit. Managers of the Paper
Wall generally change each year , and each new person
must pay an ownership fee for the right to run the place.
Since Debbie and Diana each paid for these rights yet
could not re-sell, a portion of the year's profit was lost.
In addition, last year , for the first time, no hot food could
be sold. This was necessary in order to comply with the
continued on pag e 10

Although it is not official, both DKE House and Phi
Delta Theta have been placed on probationary status
this fall. According to a report filed by the Fraternity
Committee to the Alumni Council, a frat must fill 80%
of its beds if it wishes to continue in operation. To date
DKE is eight brothers short of its minimum membership, and Phi Delt lacks one brother. Colby may have
been late in initiating co-educational housing, but we are
definitely keeping up with the national trend concerning
the death of fraternities.
Heavy recruiting might alleviate the problem this year,
but even if the frats on probation manage to meet their
quotas before room drawing in May, their recruiting will
lessen the number of available brothers for the other six
frats who have houses to maintain (Pi Lambda Phi is the
exception since it is located in a dorm). The result will
be that in the very near future at least one house at Colby
will not be able to meet its minimum membership. If interest in fraternities continues to lessen, then a house
may find itself on probationary status in the fall.
Recruiting has become a problem at Colby, for the
number of men living in fraternities has dwindled from
237 in 1968-1969 to 171 last year. At the same time the
number of non-members living in a house has increased
from 11 to 47. This is quite a change from the 1950's
and early 60's when only 8% of Colby's men were not
members of a frat. Due to the small number of freshman
males this year, it was calculated that one out of two
would have to pledge a frat in order for all the minimum
memberships to be filled. It is not an unrealistic prediction, according to Deans Wyman and Smith, that in ten
years Colby will have only three or four houses left in
operation.
The reasons behind the death of frats are varied and
hard to define. Although stirl popular as a social center,
the frat does not any longer have the sole responsibility
of providing social activities at Colby. The co-ed dorms
have been helping out in this area (36.6% of the total enrollment is in co-ed housing), and with the abandonment
of visiting hours, the frat party has lost its monopoly on
being a meeting place for those of the opposit e sex. Of
course there is also the attitude which seems to affect
seniors especially , that once you have been to one frat
party, you have been to them all. Another factor , described by Dean Smith , could be a pattern in regard to the
behavior of the male student at Colby. As a freshman , the
male is assigned a room; that year is taken care of. Come
sophomore year, he is faced with the worst housing on
campus or even the possibility of being a social outcast in
a down-town dorm , as occurred last year. Thus the best
solution is to join a fra t, not for social reasons, but rather
for convenience. Junior year offers a good chance at a single or the new dorms, so he leaves the frat. Senior year,
he definitely no longer needs the frat, for he will easily
get a single room or opt to live off-campus. Both deans
felt that Colby's fraternities have by and large lost their
interest in the traditional brotherhood , and that the emphasis" seems to be more on the frat as being a convenient
place to live. This is a factor from which Colby hopes to
benefit.
continued on pag e 10

Chan Ccetureson Confucius

Wing-tist Chan opened his four-lecture series on Chinese philosophy last Thursday evening with an entertaining and informative talk about Confucius and his
teach ings. This series is part of a total of seven special
presentations about China at Colby College . Two other
equally distinguished scholars in the East Asian field ,
Derk Bodde and Benjamin Schwartz , will each lecture
here on topics concerning China, In addition , Steve
Orloff ,, a 197 1 graduate of Colby College, will discuss and
show , slides of his recent visit to the People 's Republic
of China. , . . ,;{/ , .
Dr. Chan , Gillespie : Professor of Philosophy at Chat
ham College, easily earned the enthusiasm of the audience

of students and faculty members which filled Lovejoy
auditorium. The animate d lecturer interjected some
background history before and during Confucius' time
(551 B.C-491 B.C.). Prof. Chan 's in dicat ions of t h e
effects of Confucius' teaching lent contest for better
understanding of an often unknown or misunderstood
subject. The broad aspects of Confucius' teachings were
exam ine d but ,the, lecture fo cused on the humanity of his
philosophy. Prof. Chan mentioned many thought-provoking ideas .and themes which he promised to elaborate on
in later lectures. Buddhism , Neo-Confucianism , and
continued on page 9
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In t erna t ional
Last Wednesday, the
United Nations admitted E
East Germany and West
Germany to the UN General Assembly. Previously,
neither German state had a
seat in the UN. The central barrier to UN membership for the Germanies
has been the political separation between East and
West. West Germany has argued that the current
political division is temporary and that the country must
be reunited under one government if European peace
and security are to be maintained. In contrast , the East
German government has argued that Germany has
become two separate , sovereign states and should be
recognized as such.
The new military junta in Child announced last week
that it has banned all Marxist political parties and will
soon announce a new constitution giving the armed
forces an increased role in future Chilean government.
The Chilean Congress has been suspended for an indefinite period , and all political rallies have been temporarily
restricted.

Na t ional
Chrysler Corporation and the United Auto Workers
reached agreement on a three-year contract last Monday
following a sixty-three hour strike which had idled
103,000 workers. Under the contract terms , Chrysler
agreed to limit its mandatory overtime rules, and the
union agreed to a lower pay increase than it had sought.
Production returned to normal last Friday after the
shortest auto workers strike in history.

Political Persoectives

tices in the data processing field . The decision, which
is being appealed by IBM , is intended to protect
smaller firms from IBM' s practice of offering lower
prices and longer leases than its weaker competition
is prepared to offer. The decision could affect future
Justice Department actions concernin g IBM.
According to unnamed sources in the Republican
Party , Vice President Spiro Agnew has given serious
consideration to voluntarily resigning his post.
According to this source, Agnew considered resigning
because he expected to begin a full-time legal defense
of his past actions and because of mounting pressures
from the White House. Later in the week, the White
House issued a statement of support for Agnew and
denied that there was any effort to remove him from his
office. The Vice President's office would not respond
directly to questions concerning Agnew 's future plans.
If the vice-president were to resign, President Nixon
could appoint a new vice-president , subject to Congressional approval. Democratic leaders in the House of
Representatives made plans on Thursday to insist that
if Vice President Agnew resigns his office before the
end of his term , his successor must pledge not to run for
the Presidency in 1976. In the absence of such a
pledge , House Democratic leaders may oppose any
appointee.
For the sixth consecutive time this year , and the
second time in a week, the House of Representatives
failed to overrid e President Nixon's veto of a bill. This
time, the bill would have raised the minimum wage
for most workers to S2.20 an hour by July 1, 1974.
Congressional consideration of another minimum
wage bill this year is in doubt.

A United States District judg e in Tulsa , Oklahoma ,
ordered International Business Machines to pay S352.5
million to Telex Corporation for monopolistic prac-

Henry A. Kissinger became the new Secretary of
State following Senate confirmation of his nomination
last Friday. The vote was 78 to 7. Kissinger j oined
the Nixon administration in 1968 as thePresident's
national security advisor , a job which he will retain in
addition to his cabinet post. Before joinin g the Nixon
administration , Kissinger was a professor at Harvard.

by Diana Krauss
Two newcomers have joined the English Department staff , replacing Willard Keeney and '
Marc Arnold. They are Judith Ferster and Joseph
Martin , both young enough to be mistaken for
students , and excited about their teaching prospects
for the year.

as the third of August I was a student; I have
made no attempt to alter that perspective. Yet
some alteration is forced by the situation." Joe
was a teaching assistant at Cornell, but "teaching
full-time is ja different phenomena." He is still
feeling his way, particularly concerning the techniques for generating creative discussion. "I'm
looking for a middle way to ask questions, some-

Mr. Martin , who prefers to be called "Joe ,"
comes to Colby from Cornell. He was finishing his
Ph .D. dissertation on Her man Melville when
Mr, Keeney suddenly resigne d. Professor Archiba ld
new Cha irman of t he En glish D ep ar t men t here ,
also comes from Cornell . He called one of his
former colleagues , who recommended Joe. Colb y
needed a person to teach Early American literature ,
and Joe had done extensive wor k in that area.
He therefore postponed the doctorate to spend
a y ear teachin g, hoping tb resu me work ' on the
disserta tion after June.
The swift altera tion of events has left Jo o somewhat suspended between two worlds. "As la t e

where between too simple and too complex , so tha t
the students gain insights into the material , "
Miss Ferster , latel y a t ea chin g ass ist an t at Brown ,
specializes in Old and Mid dle English literature.
Work in g at Co lb y is especially pleasan t for her
because she can teach these subjects . Her major
concern lies in a successful two-fold presentation
of the material. "Tho proble m is that these works
have become inaccessable , because of the language
and the distance in time , I 'd like students to be
able to res pond both as readers today and as readers
conte mporary with the material. "
'¦ "co n t inued on pag e1 0

New Faculty : cont .

Soviet Union
and
United States

by Jeff Frankel
Soviet party leader Leonid Brezhnev's successful summit meeting w ith President Nixon this summer
seemed to highlight a new trend in foreign relations
between the Soviet Union and the United States;
the end of old, outdated hostilities and the start
of a new era of cooperative peace and co-existence.
In place of the traditional threats, counter-threats,
and shoe-ban ging, the two leaders sat down to sign
agreements promising to exchange information
on a broad range of cultural and economic topics.
Much more important , Nixon and Brezhnev agreed
to "avoid military confrontations " and to end the
Strategic Arms Limitation Talk s earlier than previously planned. At this summit, Brezhnev's chief
interest was to increase U.S.-Soviet trade relations
and gain for the Soviet Union a "most-favorednation " status with the United States.
What does all this mean? Has an end come to
the bitter Soviet-American hostilities that once
threatened to rip the world apart? Could it be
that the Soviet Union has put aside it's plans of
'world revolution'; the United States it's policy of
'containment. ' Do both nations now favor a policy of "peaceful co-existence?" 1 don 't think so.
An explanation for this sudden change is not
simple. There are many possible answers. It is the
contention of this article that the recent and
extreme change in Soviet foreign policy regarding
the western world as well as being false in intent,
was forced upon them due to their national and
international situation. The adaptation of this
new strategy will allow the Soviet Union to more
easily survive its current problems and upon recovery, allow them to continue their past foreign
policies or turn to new ones.
The Soviet Union today is in more trouble than
it ever was in its turbulent past. A brief summary
of her situation will reveal this,
On the domestic scene, Russia's economy is in
terrible condition. The strain of more than a decade
of the arms and space races have drained the economy of its viability. This concentration and channel
ing of resources into the military side of the Soviet
Union has placed the remainder of her industry
and technology far behind the West, leaving it almost primitiv e in comparison. Two disasterous
crop harvests have similarly strained Russia 's
economy, prom pting t h e recent massive w h eat
purchases from the United States , In the attempt
to become the foremost superpo wer and due to
natura l disaster , the Soviet Union's economy has
been severely weakened ,
In ternationally,the Soviet Union also faces problems ,
mainl y b ecause the sita ti onu has so drasticall y chan ged
in relation to Russia's goals, The Soviet Union can no
longer grab new land in Europe as it did immediately
following World War II when many nations wero weak
and confused , Toda y Europe is much more sta b le and
secure , it generall y b ut unofficially bein g a greed that
con t inued on page 3

USSR f rom page 2
Fes' of Communist China has drastically changed
the USSR's foreign policy. With China's rise to pow er,
the Soviet Union's position as leader of the international communist movement has been shaken and to
many is questionable. Deep ideological differences
have created a gap between China and the Soviet Union
that has escalated to cold-war size. Russia is actually
terrified at China's quick development of nuclear
weapons capable of reaching vital Soviet areas.and
she fears that an actual confrontation of some sort
is inevitable.
The Soviet Union is equally concerned with the
new understanding recently reached between China
and the United States. Russia's concern is based on
the fear that improved Sino-American relations could
turn economis and political factors against her. She
cannot afford to lose a diplomatic and economic war
with China .
ThiSj in general .is the current situation of the Soviet
Union. It can explain the necessity of Russia's new
foreign policy.
What the Soviet Union basically needs is a temporary rest from western tensions. It can not afford ,
economically and politically, to have opponents on
both sides of its land? it needs to concentrate its
power on the confrontation that it feels will inevitably
come in one form or ano ther with China.

Better relations with the West could gain R ussia
some political allies or at least sympathetic world
opinion in this show-down with China. Such relations
could also bring the credit, aid and technological
know-how that the Soviet .economy needs in order to
recover. Currently the Soviet Union could not continue
a massive arms race if it wanted to. It needs a rest.
The West is only too happy to give it one.
This article should not be interpreted in a way that
the reader can sit back , breathe a sigh of relief and conclude that the Cold War is over and everyone is going
to live happily ever after. Nothing is farther from the
intention of this article. The Cold War is "over" only
because the people of America and Western Europe are
tired of it and wish it to cease. Superpowers , however,
do not change their foreign policy so quickly and
drastically. The Nixon-Brezhnev summits have changed
nothing since in reality the cultural and economic
^
agreements reached have little effect on the relations
between the two nations. The agreements on nuclear
weapons, although encouraging to some, are worth
little because neither side really wants to experience
the horrors of nuclear war, and if one were to start ,
words on a piece of paper are always the first casualties of battle.
In reality the summits only indicate a new phase
in the traditional Cold War , one that is deadlier
than those that preceded it. The Soviets have reached
a point of equality with the United States in terms

COMING ATTRACTIONS
The 1973-1974 Colby academic year promises
some exciting events in the way of concerts and
dances, according to Tim Glidden, recently chosen
Stu-G Social Life Chairperson. Although as of now
"everything is tentative," in Tim's words-Ms
committee not officially established , the budget
not fixed yet-Tim has some interesting ideas for
the coming year. He intends to have a dance on
Homecoming Weekend , another dance or concert
this fall, a blue-grass night featuring two or three
bands, some type o f dance or concert during January, and a major outdoor rock concert as well
as two more, smaller concerts during the spring.
As for personalities, Tim is planning to bring
such performers as Bonnie Raitt, Gato Barbieri,
The James Montgomery Blues Band, Steely Dan,
and The Fabulous Rhinestones to the campus
this year. He also intends to have some good but

lesser-known bands, such as The Prairie Oysters,
and some local bands—Outer Space , for instanceplaying at some of the events. In cooperation with
either the Academic Life Committee or EIDOS,
Tim also hopes to bring John Fahey to Colby,
and possibly Lloyd McNeill for a return engagement
sometime this year.
One of Tim 's main objectives is to make each
event financially, as well as socially, successful.
He would like to avoid the problems encountered
by other Social Life Chairpeople in recent years,
by keeping expenditures within the allo cated
budget , a budget that hopefully will be increased
this year . However , he still wants to put on as
many as eight concerts over the course of the
year .
Anyone having suggestions, within reason,
regarding performers (The Stones are out) can
contact Tim at ext. 545.

Pwafc Hmm Upheaved
by Gordon Cook
Perhaps you've noticed the recent chameleon-like
change in Colby's roads. Within a proverbial "blink of the
the eye" they've changed from backwood-cartilage •
crackers to something a bit more drivable. You people
out there who have been here for three years, and for
three years have bounced, your posteriors up and down
on Colby's roads, dedicate your next party to our new
roads.
Oh, I know you 're saying, "It hasn't been graded."
But I can assure you that they 'll come back and finish
the grading,providing winter doesn't arrive first.
In all fairness though, the state has done an efficient
jo b, The roads which have been repaired are stateaid roads. The state reparis the road and keeps it up
in t h e summer , while the town of Waterville plows
it and keeps it up in the winter. The state merely waits
for a request to re-pave the road , schedules it and ,
after the customary bureaucratic time lag, fixes it.
Amazingly , there was only a short wait for Colby.

Those of you who bounced in here as freshman some
three years ago may remember that Mr . Ansel Grindall
superintendent of B. & G., was appointe d at the same
time. Well, it was Mr. Grindall who was responsible
for Colby's miracle . The state reacted to Mr. Grindall's
request to have the road fixed in a little less than two and
a half months-evidently there must be plenty of
slashed bureaucratic tape lying on someone's floor.
So let's all give Mr. Grindall a big hand and a cigar.
All in all, one must say that the new roads can only
do Colby good, Prospective students will no longer
be frightened away from Colby by the long infamous
Washington St.-Rangeway which used to be a major
part of evey non-local student's first impression of
Colby. Recluses will begin leaving their holes, if
only for the pleasure of traveling the new roads. Of
course , the pessimists among us will insist the roads
won't last the win ter. Waterville's notorious frost
heaves present a stiff challenge, but over one winter
they couldn 't return to their previous wretched state.
They j ust couldn' t . . .

Smith fro m page 1
Both parties caucus around mid-November to
nominate their candidate for mayor. Traditionally the
party in power, t h e Democrats in thi s case , caucus
the night before the party out of power does, presumably to give the "otit-party " the advantage of
knowing who the opposition candidate will be. The
Democrats are planning to caucus November 14 and
the only announced candidate at this point (and the
man who would be Smith's major opponent in his
bid for the party 's nominat ion), is Richard Careyi who
is seeking his third term as mayor, The City Charter
does not limit the number of terms a person may run

for mayor and Smith feels this is a mistake-especially
in a community the size of Waterville, wh ere t h e ma y or
may become too much of an established figure,
Caucus politics involves a different type of campaigning and is often unpredictable. It can depend on
the interest and emotionalism of both the candidates
and the voters or it can depend on the mere number of
registered party voters any one candidate can stuff
into a caucus hall .
At this time Dean Smith has not made a final
decision whether or not to enter such a political
th icket an d to seek his p art y's mayoral nomination.
But he does appear to be headed in that direction.

of military power but have suffered economically
in this process. They now need.a period of rest to
finish their goal of complete equality. Given such a
period accompanied by a freeze in the positions of
both the U.S. and themselves together with a relaxed
European situation in which they can obtain the advan
tages and help of western economy, the USSR can
emerge as a superpower unmatched by anyone and a
threat to all if they choose to pursue such a policy.
In the process of promoting friendship and "coexistence" the U.S. should be careful not to weaken
it's own position by strengthening that of the
Soviet Union.
The conclusion drawn from this piece is that this
new policy of the Soviet Union is not being followed
because Russia has changed if s international goals
but because it is the policy they must follow to best
deal with their current problems and setbacks. The
corollary to this is that the USSR can emerge strong
enough to dominate the international scene if given
the ©pportunity. The method by which they will
achieve this will hot be by nuclear force; it can be
done through more subtle ways such as economics or
control of energy sources. The international situation
and the means by which one can control it have
changed and the Soviets, not being fools, are changing
with them. It has now become a question of whether
the rest of the world, especially the West , will be the
fools or see through the game.

Exchange
by Malinda Selby
Last summer President Strider and President
Thomas of Thomas College drew up a set of guidelines and definitions which now enable full-time
students of either school to take courses for credit
at the other institution. The program is still in the
embryonic stage , with only three Colby students
presently participating; hopefully more students
will become involved in the near future.
Thomas College is a business-oriented school
with strong emphasis on occupational goals, as
opposed to the liberal arts philosophy of Colby.
The courses taken and the depth in which they are
covered are adequate preparation for the particular career goals of the student. This utilitarian
approach to academics is not necessarily the
Colby approach , but each perspective serves its
purpose . A Colbyite at Thomas might find the
curriculum a little more simplified and less rigorous than courses on the Hill, but he may actually
find himself prepared to do something after he
graduates. For example, Thomas offers a wide
variety of accounting, business administration,
secretarial , and fashion merchandising courses.
On the other hand , languages and many of the
sciences are not offered at Thomas.
The particular class at Thomas which the three
Colby students are attending is taught by.
Mrs. Machemer , wife of the Colby chemistry
professor Dr. Machemer. The course is human
physiology and anatomy, helpful to the aspiring
medical student but not taught here,
As specified in the guidelines of the exchange
program, there will be a trial period of two years,
after which the program will be subject to review
and reconsideration by both colleges. Only courses
not offered at the student's h ome institut ion ma y
be elected. There is no additional cost to the
participating students except for special course
fees.
Each college determines the applicability of
credit for course work taken at the host institution. Colby students need approval from their advisor an d t he Registrar b efore enrollin g in a
Thomas course, Credit will be evaluated on the
same basis as is now true for transfer credit.
If you are interested in taking a course which
*"
Colby does not offer and Thomas does, the
precedent has been set and an exchange should
not be hard to arrange. Mr* Coleman, the
Registrar , is the man to see for any further
questions.

A Broade ning
. As is evident from this issue's articles
by students returning from their Junior
Year Abroad , the program has much to
offer. Also evident are " the endless hassles and uncertainties which besiege the
Junior Abroad. Most obvious is the need
for more dire ction in housing, course
selection; and general orientation.
Colby could alleviate the stress and enhance the total experience by taking a
few steps. To begin with , there could be
greater familiarity by Colby faculty and
students with the policies and practices
of foreign universities. Perhaps students
could be prepared in their sophomore
year for their jun ior year abroad. Other
colleges with more successful programs
prepare their students well in advance.
Furthermore, there appears to be a need
to update and expand the descriptions
of each foreign university and its environs.
Evaluations on the benefits and drawbacks of the junior year abroad , written
by the students themselves, could be the
best contributions!.Such feedback could
aid faculty members when assessing the
past year and planning the following one.
Most important, the collected evaluations
would serve as valuable first-hand observations, for prospective juniors abroad.
All the more information we have co-ordinated on this side would help in weeding through bureaucratic red tape that
may exist on the other side.

Fratern ities
An era seems to be drawing to a close
at Colby. The out-dated fraternity system , long a .xnajor part of the college ,
appears to be losing a battle against the
changing times. Their demise, however,
could be' postponed by indirect encouragement from the administration. Spurred
by the recen t mandate, fraternities will
now actively recruit members to fill their
quotas. Unfortunately this could ensure
their survival.
"Selective living" has all but ceased as
most houses now accept all interested
men , but the zoo theory, though no
longer as accurate as it was during the
hey-day of selectivity , still applies, Every
fraternity is simply another cage in a zoo.
Each cage has its own breed of animal.
Some are more tame than others , but
each animal is classified by the name
which hang's over its cage. As long as there
is a KDR house there will by KDR's, If
there is a Lambda Chi , its members will
be known as Lambda Chi's. The same
rule applies for each of the nine fraternities.
For some 'frat men the cage has no
bars, It does not prevent them from mixing with other people. For others however, it serves as an escape from the college community. Rather than broadening
their circle of acquaintances, it limits
their range to a few "brothers."
Cliques are a well-known phenomenon
at Colby. By no means do they involve
only fraternity members. But a fraternity, with its own living unit, funds, regulat ions, officers, with its own traditions,
possesses a ready-made means of produe
cing and perpetuating a special sort of
group-a social rather than intellectual
unit ,

thai othermess
inMashington

by J. S. Hogendorn
7 s
These days you don't have to-be a student of economic
to realize that Watergate is not the only ;mess in .: ,. . ¦
Washington. To find rates of inflation as bad as those
suffered in the past few months you have to look all
the way back to 1917. Any economics freshman will
tell you (or will after cracking those books for the
first hour exam) that in 1917 we simply did not have
a proper understanding of how to control inflations.
What is the excuse now? The Nixon administration
aims at a 2%% increase in prices for 1973, then
scuttles for cover as wholesale prices go up over 10%
in j ust the first isx months of the year. Last month's
figures remind one more of Vicksburg besieged by
General Grant than of a modern managed economy.
They showed grain up 60%, eggs 35%, poultry 42%,
livestock 22%, all farm products together 26%, all
commodities 6.2%. And remember, during this time
most wages and salaries were limited to annual increases of only 5.5%. Many an economics class has
been patiently amused by the arithmetic of the world's
great inflations. Berlin, 1923; Budapest , 1946;
Shanghai, 1949. But who would have thought we would
be throwing around two-digit numbers in the good old
U .S.A., and not even a war to blame it on the way we
could do in 1917.
Let us then spend a few moments asking why this
economic mess has come to pass, and whether there
is any chance that the right economic policies can
bring back the "good old days."
One.of the most important factors in today 's
economic muddle is the growing realization that for
political reasons, governments are loath to use the
tools available to them for controlling inflation.
Basically governments have three ways to cool off a
boom: by forcing interest rates up so that consumers
and businesses borrow and spend less; by reducing
government expenditure; and by raising taxes so that
private psneding must be reduced. Of these weapons,
To the editor,
It has come to my attention that the supposed
"raison d'etre" of the physical education program
here at Colby, which, after all, has remained unchanged
in spite of the coed initiative, is little better than ludicrous. We are told that the course is so structured as
to interest the student enough to "acquire a proficiency in a sport which would last beyond his or her years
at Colby." How the department can be so naive as to
seriously believe that this is a realistic outlook is,
quit e frankly, beyond me. It seems fairly obvious
that if an individual does not care for a particular sport,
a forced exposure to it will certainly make him like it
- less. Likewise, I give the average Colby student enough
credit to assume that if he is interested in a sport but
never had the chance to play it , that , given the new
opportunities that vivacious campus life affords him,
he well make some effort to take it up on his own.

a tax increase would be one of the fastest and most
dramatic actions that could be taken. But a tax increase
is still not very likely. Why not? Voters who do not
understand that tax policy is a way to cool inflation
tend to react very unhappily to higher taxes (for that,
matter so do professors of economics in their weak
moments, even though they understand the rationale
for the hike). There is thus a built-in deterrent to
raising taxes among almost all politicians. Furthermore, if the rate of inflation w ere cut back substantially, then through the familiar economic principle
of the " "trade-off" unemployment would start to rise
long before price stability was achieved. If there is
anything politicians fear as much as new taxes, it is
rising unemployment.
The other side of this coin is that subsidies are hard
to get rid of even in inflationary periods when they may
be fueling the price rises. Hence at a time when the
Nixon administration is pulling out all the stops in an
effort to cut government spending of certain types
(cost-cutting in the school lunch program has been
much in the news during recent weeks), some subsidies appear sacrosanct. In particular the continued
use of tax breaks on new capital investment can be
criticized.
Because the government has not been willing to
use its tax and subsidy policies to do battle with inflation, the burden of control has fallen on the Federal
continued on page 10
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Reserve Board and its beleagured chairman, Arthur
Burns. Who would have expected when classes let out
last spring that the Fed would force up the prime rate
of interest (the rate charged to the least risky corporate
b orrowers) to over 10%? Unprecedented rates of that
sort , not seen before in our lifetimes, are compounded
of three factors. First, and as just mentioned, the Fed
is fighting something of a lone battle against inflation,
and when not supported by proper tax policies,
rates must be high to be effective. Second, the Fed
itself underestimated the strength of the inflationary
force s at work earlier this year—due in part to some
deficient date generated by the Fed's own statistical
services. Third, it appears that many large borrowers
are not being discouraged by high interest rates, which
therefore must be pushed to airy heights to take proper
effect . The explanation for this is easy enough.
Borrowers realize that inflation between the time they
borrow and the time the loan comes due is to their
advantage. It is always easier to make repayment with
inflated dollars. Jha worse the inflation, therefore ,
the higher interest rates have to be pushed to discourage
borrowing. Furthermore, businesses with a degree of
market power may be able to pass on their higher costs
as higher prices to the consumers. A big corporation
will not worry overly much about 10% interest rates
if the costs of borrowing can simply be transferred
to you and me when we buy goods in the stores.
Well, then, aren t controls on prices the obvious
way to escape fro m this inflationary spiral? Certainly
many people think so, and nowadays price controls are
the most popular nostrum for our economic problems.
In my opinion, such controls should be used very carefully . It is true that phase one (frozen prices and wages
in 1971), and phase two (controls which limited price
increases to 2Vi% until January, 1973), performed
remarkably well. But controls work best as a short
sharp shock, and when kept on for long they tend to
introduce distortions into an economy which will find
an outlet in shortages and black markets. We are now in
the grip of a world-wide inflation which is focused in
certain areas, especially agricultural commodities and
industrial raw materials. When supply is insufficient in
relation to demand on a world basis, then price controls
for any extended periods are equivalent to King Canute
ordering the sea to roll back. Those that support price
controls under today's circumstances had better by
ready to approve a full-scale rationing program if they
want to avoid the spectre of widespread shortages. They
must also be ready to face up to the red tape and black
marketeering that such a program implies, especially
in peacetime when patriotism cannot be depended
upon to help us endure the rigors of rationing.
If this inflation were the fault only of bad policy
decisions, then corrective action would not be so difficult. But the unfortunate fact is that long-term prospects
do not look good, either for food or for many industrial materials. The impact of the world's unbridled
population growth has 'finally been transferred from
the classroom and the gloom-and-doom paperback, to
the marketplace. Every year this planet is adding
70,000,000 people to its population-personal incomes
are growing in Western Europe, Japan , and in the less
developed countries. More poeple with more purchasing
power are putting an intolerable strain on the old
price structure for food and raw materials. That is not
to say we will go hungry in the near future (although
several million Indians might this year), nor is it to
say we will not be able to run our cars, heat our homes,
generate our electricity, or buy the yearly mountain of
goods that our consumer society produces. Markets
and the profit motive are extraordinarily effective in
uncovering possible substitutes, But it does mean that
the good old days of low food and raw materials
prices are very likely gone , and consumption habits
will certainly be changed by the new price patterns
whcih develop as a result of chronic shortages.
Frankly, if I were in high public office right now I
wou ld be worried. Voters are terribly sensitive to their
economic welfare , and right now that welfare is threatened
Those who know their history recall that the biggest;
scan dal before Watergate-Teapot Dome in the 1920'scaused hardly a ripple in the election returns, But look
what the Great Depression did to Herbert Hoover. In like
manner , "that other mess in Washington "-our stubborn
inflation-will surely anger even those voters who can
ignore Watergate. Maybe that wall around the San
Clemente White House will be worth the money after
all.
m^m^^r.

COLBY VS.
COLBY JUNIOR

Memoirs of an
ex-homecoming
queen

by Tun Ghdden
Ah, sweet victory . . . Three years ago this weekend
a curious anachronism was pushed through its final,
rusty motions-Colby College crowned its last Homecoming Queen. Think back. The reigning queen came
onto the football field at halftime of the BIG game.
She took the crown from her hair and along with a
dozen red roses, bestowed every women's dream upon
the fresh blossom of beauty, the new queen! Tears
streaming down her cheeks, the new queen embraced
the old, the crowd cheered and , alumni began to open
their wallets. Wait a second! Who is that punk out
there with the crown on his head? That girl next to
him should be . . . Oh God , you don't suppose they 've
elected (horrors) a boy !
Yes, friends, although the memory is painfu l to
some, these events actually occurred on Mayflower
Hill, bastion of normalcy. The story begins at the
activity fair in the fall of 19 70. Still a young and innocent freshman lad , I was approached by two totally
unscrupulous women, both known radicals, who wished
to use and abuse my body for the despicable purpose
of vilifying a noble tradition. They came on with sweet
words like "meaningful action" and "lasting effect "
and being a naive youth, I was totally taken in.
The procedure proved to be more than difficult.
Not only did I not possess the conventional attributes
of a candidate for the office, but the powers that were
also deemed me undeserving of mention on the ballot.
In the end, howev er , without too much hard feeling,
I was allowed to run as a write-in candidate . Needless
to say, my vast charm gained me thousands, or at
least hundreds of supporters. On election day,
along with my insidious cohorts, many an innocent
passerby signed away his or her fu ture at the voting
booth. (I heart later that the voting lists were fiven
to the CIA , FBI , BMW , and the plumbers unit for investigation.) The final count gave me half of the votes
cast for a field of nine contestants.
Wisely, the IFC decided to make the best of the
situation and allowed the ceremony to go on as planned
The day finally arrived. Dressed in a powder blue
trucking suit and tails, and appearing a little starry
eyed, the victor flounced onto the field, received t he
spoils, and led a quick procession around the field,
The luminaries then ndourned for a long night to
the land of the rising water tower,
Hav in g b ore d y ou w it h a worn ta le, I'd like to
make a few parting comments. 1) Billie Joan has got
nothing on me; 2)If you 're a freshman (or woman)
th is year don't get taken in by those coolass upperclassmen. It'll just get you a bad reputation,

by Anita Baldwin
One day last summer I was crossing the street in
my home town, wearing my Colby sweatshirt, when a
man rushed up to me and enthusiastically clapped me
on the back. "Do you go to Colby Junior College? I
have a daughter who goes there too!" I was sorry to
have to tell him that I went to Colby College—in Maine.
Ten days later, I met and talked to an old school friend
for fifteen minutes before 1realized that we were taUcing
about two differentcolleges , Presently the situation
will get worse, because what was originally Colby Junior
College for Women , in New London, N. H., was decided
to change its name to Colby College-New Hampshire.
_ The problem began in the summer of 1372 when the r
Colby Junior College administration announced their
intention to change their name. They made the
decision on the basis of their several four year progra ms
and their decision to enroll men. Our administration
chose to fight and in May of this year requested a temporary restraining order which would prevent the use
of the new name, which was to become official on
July 1, 1973. However , in June the N.H. Courts rule d
in favor of Colby College-New Hampshire, and in July
the name changed. Colby College in Waterville then
followed up by asking for a permanent restraining
order, but, as is too often the case with legal processe s,
the decision has not come through. Meanwhile, mail
gets mixed up, and various personages from the colleges
suffer, like Dean Jensen, who was recently confused
with a Chaplain Jensen at Colby in N.H. Often the
"New Hampshire," which is part of the official n ame,
is simple left off. All the Colby College-Maine administration can do is wait and hope for a favorable decision from the N.H. courts.

GALLOPI NG
GLUTTON

by Barbara Forney
This is the first in a continuing series of articles
on restaurants in Waterville and surrounding areas.
(We all need a break from Seilers every once in a
while.) A friend , who knows my gluttony (and
also happens to be on the ECHO staff) , asked me
to expound on my favorite and not-so-favorite
gourmet establishments. And so folks, for your
pleasure this week we have one of the truly
greats: The South End Cafe.
Where else in this beautiful metropolis could
you find a bartender who looks a little like
Prince Valiant, knows your name, and mixes dynamite drinks? It also kind of restoresyour faith in
eating that the place isn't even expensive. You'll
walk in to the South End in the evening to the
strains of "Red Neck , White Socks and Blue
Ribbon Beer" or Tamm y Wynette. Sit down in a
booth, On a busy night the waitress looks like she
may have a well-deserved nervous breakdown.
But she'll be nice.
Now eat! I have yet to go wrong, but the
seafood and sandwiches are especially good. Other
items on the menu are humongous dinners and
sandwiches. With an unlimited appetite, I'd order
an antipasto salad , f rench f ries, an d a h ot salami
grinder. Not well balanced , but so wh at? Be
prepared to have a drink, listen to the jukebox, and
wait some. The food is not cooked in advance,
which is fine by me.
For a few sp ecif ics, The South End iff on beyond the Chez on Water St. (Your mommy pro-*,
bably wouldn't want you walking down there
alone at night.) It's open until 1 a.m., Mon. thru
Thurs. and until 2 a.m. Fri. and Sat. (never on
Sun,) The most you could spend to feed you
and your tapeworm is under five dollars.

3-Y-3. SCOTLAND & PORTUG AI
by Mary Ann Sartucci
I look back on my junior year in Scotland with
mixed feelings. Socially and culturally it was very rewarding. I lived in a univeristy owned student house
with eight third and fourth year British university girls
and two other American girls. We lived twenty minutes
walk from the.University and did our own cooking, so
Lbecame used to riding the excellent city bus system
and chatting with the storekeepers in the various tiny
stores in which I shopped almost every day . I went
pubbing, attended student parties, saw plays, heard
some good Scottish National Orchestra Concerts,
watched and heard bagpipe bands perform on a few
occasions, and enj oyed walking in Edinburgh's many
parks, hills, gardens and historical spots. During vacations
I visited selected cities on the Continent and for the
last two weeks of June I enj oyed the marvelous and
rare experience of touring the Highlands and the Hebrides
Islands under clear sunny weather conditions. It all
sounds idyllic on paper , but in reality it often was not.
When I left I knew that as an independent , nongraduation student I would have to fend for myself at
the University in comparison to those students who go
abroad on pre-paid , pre-arranged American college
group deals, but the full implications of this did not
become evident until after my arrival. My two major
areas of discontent with Edinburgh University regard
the advice they gave me in finding accommodations and
the lack of proper academic counseling I received from
my Director of Studies in the selection of courses.
I found that American students were in a very
curious situation insofar as becoming oriented to
Edinburgh student dwelling patterns and university studies upon arrival. There was a common
misconception on the part of some of the officials
I met that British and American life is so similar
that our adju stment problems shou ld be minimal
compared to those of other overseas students.
Housing is a good example. In the USA a student
applies for admission to one central admissions
office which also automatically handles dormitory assignments for those accep ted , especially in
the case of foreign students. In Scotland students
apply for admission to the Faculty in which their
department of study is grouped. They then simultaneously apply to the heads of several student
halls for admission to their hall. Since the University actually has rooms for only 20% of its students,
the competition for hall rooms is keen and the
deadlines for applications close very early. Being
an overseas student coming over for one year also
cuts no red tape nor melts any hearts with the
Resid ence Wardens. It took me over one month ,
two.address changes, and many appearances at the
accommodations office before I got into a Student
House and my experience was a typical rather than
unusual one.
When I went to select courses I found that all
the American students doing one year programs in
the Social Sciences were assigned to two lecturers in
the Politics department, regardless of their major.
My fellow Americans were from US institutions
of all sizes, quality, and funding, and had different
backgrounds in their majors , so it was difficult
for the advisor to assess our individual scholastic
abilities. His ignorance was matched only by our
own in comprehension of the Scottish system
wherein we were supposed to select three courses',
for the year. Scottish students may take three
courses per year for three years, all on a pass/fail
basis for an Ordinary degree; ox they may pursue
two years of ordinary level courses, two years, of
specialized studies and research in one field , and
graduate with an M.A. Honours degree of a first ,
second or third class. Although I consulted various
lecturers in each department in which I studied ,
I cou ld get n o clear picture of what level course
it would be best to take given my Colby preparation. I ended up taking one first level, one secon d
level, an d one Honours level course. By the time
I did fin d someone who really could have helped mc
pick courses , it was too late into the year to switch.
I disliked having to do most of my reading and .

research for tutorials and essays in the University
library which was closed 10:00 p.m. on week
nights and completely shut after noon on Saturdays. 'Most of all, I missed the contact Colby
students can have with their professors. In Edinburgh , a course may have three people giving
the lectures and six people conducting the tutorial
groups for the course! The topics for the periodically required long essays were assigned by the
department so at times I felt I was being processed
rather than educated.
Lastly, 1 became very, weary of doing ju st history
and sociology all year and I grew to appreciate the
concept of libera] arts electives. For the student
who is sure that his major is really his career interest
the specialized approach of the Scottish M.A.
seems to be a good program to me. However,
despite the pass/fail option , for the majority of the
other students who are seeking Ordinary degrees,
the narrow range of outside courses makes the
whole process much more of a grin d .
Despite the academic problems, I regard my
year at the University of Edinburgh in a positive
light and I would still recommend the Univeristy
to any student desiring a junior year in Britain .
My recommendation is, however, that Colby College
should , perhaps via the Committee on Foreign
Studies, develop a more systematic , detailed informative approach for the approva l of programs like
mine. Every year Colby seniors return from doing
independent JYA studies at various universities
without being thoroughly interviewed for information as to the benefits , problems , and pitfalls
of the places in which they studied. We are losing
much relevant data and useful advice this way,.
I would like to thin k that if future Colby students
attend Edinburg h , their knowledge of my experiences
could help them avoid a few of the pitfalls I met.

by Shelley Weiner
"Where did you go for Junior Year A broad?"
"Portugal."
"Uh, is that somewhere near Spain?"
Well, I expect that sort of reaction now. Portu
gal is not your typical Junior Year abroad p aradise. Yet, 1 think I can jo in with many returnin g
Colby students by saying that I would not trade
my experiences last year for anything in the world
Let's begin with an overview of Portugal's advantages. It is a very relaxing place in which to be. .
While not a Miami Beach, the temperature never
dips below 40 degrees and I can remember sitting
outside in January , eating my lunch at a sidewalk
cafe. The country remains one of the cheapest in
the whole of Western Europe and , if you are thinking
of spending a Junior Year abroad somewhere on
the Iberian Peninsula, this could be one of your
major considerations. As the country is fairly
underdeveloped ("backward " I believe is the more
correct word to employ), the people maintain a
very natural, sometimes overwhelming w armth in
their dealings with both you and their fellow
Portuguese. I will never forget my hitchhiking
experiences and all the people who either bought
*
me a cup of coffee (one consumes tremendous
amounts of the A frican brew daily) or, infrequently, treated me to an entire meal. And , lastly, it is
probably one of the most untouched and least
trafficked countries in the rapidly tourist-deluged
continent and the landscape retains a special visual
impact not to be believed.
Unfortunately, the disadvantages are a bit much.
First , the country , as I have said , is quite underdeveloped with 40% of the population illiterate and
the average yearly income approximately $460.
That can make for lots of begging, poverty and the
filth that neglect can bring. One must come prepared with a good background in Portuguese
(scoffers beware : Portuguese is the second mostwidely spoken romance language in the world)
because most of the people speak nothing else.
If you are looking for lots of back-packing travel,
let me remind you of Lisbon's location in relation to,
let us say, that citadel of "culture," Paris. The
train ride from Lisbon to Paris is a 36-hour immigrant special to be avoided at all cost. Lastly, but
by no means least , Portugal'fascist regime merits
a first-hand observation; it is a remarkable mix<- ,
ture of nationalism and rural right-wing tactics
that has managed to block any public dissent.
Although this all sounds quite bleak, take heart,
Living with those sort of disadvantages, one is
able to withstand anything! As someone once said :
"Junior Year Abroad is great for you educationally.
Perhaps even academically..."
Speaking of academics , the foreign student courses
at the university are not very enlightening or wellorganized. Since there are no divisions according
to ability and/or experience, one is placed in the
same class with first-month or tenth-year students .
There are no "hourlies," as we know them, ju st a
series of written and oral exams at the end of the
year and they are rough. I did study English romanticism and American realism as a special student and ,
if your '.Portugese is good enough to follow thes
lectures, they are excellent courses and the professors
are well-versed in their material; The school year
itself was spoiled by 3 strikes, 2 of which resulted
in the deaths of 4 students by police "sharpshooters,"
(p.S. Go see "State of Sciije " and witness that incredible scene at the university,) Political ,dissent ,
however academic and innocent , is not tolerated in
Portugal.
In conc lusion , let me say t h at an in d ep en d ent
study program , however frightening it may seem
at the offset , will prove the best in the long-run.
You must fend for yourself, You will go absolutely
crazy trying to untangle the mess of European
bureaucracy but you will improve your language
ability while arguing, and , you will grow and change
w ith each new adventure. And , perhaps, that
last reason is t h e b est one t h at I can t hi n k of i n
response to "Why Portugal?" For all tho hassles ,
I have returned a bit older , a bit w iser and a bit;
prouder of who I am and what I have done, Yes,
take the year abroad; you have everything to gain
an d only your temper to lose, It' s u p to you,

SWEDEN

seem to be afraid to make the first move. After
greeting a woman several times while on my way to
work, she came up to me one day and asked , "Who
ARE you , anyway?" After that we were friends.
One is also impressed by how socially and politically
aware the entire population is. The two television
by Judy Sidell
channels are more comparable to our educational TV
" What 's it like going to a university of 36,000 stuand therefore young children are already interested
dents with Stockholm as your backyard? It is an
in following news and political debates. People are
experience almost too wonderful to leave! The program
not so stuffy as it may sound , however, and also spend
was directed by the Institute for English-Speaking
Saturday nights watching action-packed editions of
Students , a department of the University of Stockholm
"McCloud"-translated. Because the population is
which offers intensive courses in the Swedish language
homogeneous there are more overt expression of similar
along with Scandinavian studies in Englishfor Junior
j deals and sentiments. An incidence of injustice that
Year and graduate students. Sweden, being a Western
gets printed in the daily papaer will bring about a
culture with a very high standard of living, would not
cry of sympathy from the general public and often
appear to be so alienated from the way of life we
changes in the political system or the distribution of
in
the
United
States,
but
after
surhere
experience
financial aid. There is no poverty in the country.
mounting the shock of the language barrier and the
the
shadings
that
system,
subtle
Medical
care costs are low , about $2.00 for heart
foreign monetary
surgery or nosebleeds. Individual rent is subsidized
distinguish one culture from another become increasingly
by the government and an allowance given to families
noticeable. The Swedish personality, contrary to those
for every child under 15. Needless to say, taxes are
sexy blonds that infiltrate our society through the
extremely high , though the economical security is
film industry, is composed of a dignified reserve and
privacy
of
the
individual.
of
deep
respect
for
the
something for which they willingly pay. It is diffia feeling
cult for the American to explain the poverty seen in
By our standards this can often be interpreted as a
uncommon
to
sit
in
a
downcoldness.
It
is
not
our country when we are one of the richest powers in
distinct
the world .
town bus at 5700 rush hour and to suddenly be aware
ju
st
that no one is talking. Neighbors are sometimes
The Junior Year Program was structured in a very
unpressured manner , typical of the Swedish frameword
a name on the mailbox , yet when a gesture of friendwhich places little value in status and competition.
liness IS made, it is accepted with war mth. They just

FRAN CE
by Susan Francis
A year in France gives anyone interested in
F rench a linguistic and cultural exposure that simply
is impossible to get at Colby, no matter how dedicated one is to the language lab or literature courses.
With 14 other Colby students (5 juniors and 9 seniors)
I spent last year at the University of Caen in
Normandy. Even with a "group ," it was a highly
independent adventure , for we handled our own
expenses and were unsupervised . This was a considerable improvement over the first two years of •
the progra m when students paid Colby tuition
and were unnecessarily supervised by a Colby
professor. Before , disgruntled students returned
to Waterville second semester, while this time
everyone stayed.
With the kinds of courses in our French department
one has the impression that French is only literature. In Caen , I could see French as a tool for meeting people of other cultures. In courses given by
the Center for Foreign Students, I met Syrians,
Japanese , Germans, Greeks, Yugoslavians, and
Africans who I could communicate with only in
French. French people were considerably harder
to meet , and the Norman people are not known
for being gregarious. Yet , by living with French
families, taking gym courses like yoga and tennis ,
and a drawing course, I eventually made some
contacts. :, • •
."

BELG IUM

by Kathy Vadillo
Everyone asks, "Why Belgium?" The normal French
major goes to France for Junior Year abroad. Well,
not only did I want something other than the Colby
program at Caen ,personal-easons were mixed into my
decision to attend the University of Louvain. I had
spent my senior year of high school in Bruges, Belgium
with/an AFS International scholarship, living with a
fantastic family and becoming fairly flucntl in Flemish.
When t h e t i me came to ma k e a d ecision a b out wher e t o
spend my j unior year, I weighed the pros and cons of
France versus Belgium , and finally decided upon the
latter; At Louvian, Leonid study in the French half
of t h e un iversity an d i simultaneously, continue with
myj Flemish,1 visit my^ AFS family, andipick up established friendships wherei they had been left off.
ynf prtunatelyv the 'Mdearsojutl^
to bo ^he parad ise, I jiad expected. Because 1had
already lived ;iri the country unci' felt I had some understan ding; bf thel iBolBinas dhd ,tliioir culture , I ex p ec'tcd
to setfl p dow|n corrttW
to a fun-filled
As
friond-fiuoif ^car;
mucti'as I Ha dTuMra of the

The work was demanding if the student took advantage
of the flexibility of the program and the wide range of
opportunity granted by independent study. The students who were there for just a great time abroad were
disillusioned by the end of the year and discouraged by
the sparsity of contacts, both academically and socially,
that they had attained while being in Sweden. Those
who really made an attempt at the language and contacts
with Swedes became much more engrossed in the culture
and felt that the independence of the academic program
was a great asset. The living arrangements were in
Student Housing, so if one sought a "little America" it
was available. The wealth of Swedish friends , however,
was definitely present if one pursued it. Obviously the
experiences gained by living with a Swedish family
are incomparable to student dorms, and perhaps the
biggest disadvantage of the program. Those who did
find Swedish families and enjoyed the riches of total
immersion into the culture and not ju st the university
experience. We who danced the Hambo on Midsummer's
Eve, learned the recipe for cinnamon rolls, and got the
almond at Christmas, came away with a much more
positive view of Sweden, her people, and what they
were working for, than those who were craving MacDonald 's by Thanksgiving.
A year abroad—a year abroad in Sweden. There's
nothing quite F:e it! Stockholm has no polar bears in
the streets—and raw herring isn't so bad , after all. From
wild swans to summer sunsets, Sweden was all before
you , just in the reaching.

In fact , the essential value of the year was m
speaking and hearing the language by spending
time in cafes, going to plays and movies, and learning
student jargon . After one girl commented that I
had one of the worst accents she had ever heard ,
I struggled to improve it. I knew that my comprehen sion had reached new heights when on my last
trip to Paris 1 could understand all the slang
insults directed at me.
The academics, six courses in French each semester
in the Center for Foreign Students, involved , in par t,
surface learning. For students with better background ,
some courses became repetitiou s by second semester.
I feel Colby has too strongly stressed the credits
from these classes. Many of the classes were cluttered
with too frequent quizzes and great amounts of unread
mimeographed papers. In fact, I found myself getting
high-schoolishly upset about grades, instead of thinking
about what I had learned. The quality of teachin g is
much inferior to Colby 's and ex cept at meals in the
cooking course there is little student-teacher contact.
However, some courses were excellent , especially
the comprehension course and a civilization course
which studies history, art , poetry, and philosophy .
The Foreign Center was less impersonal than the whole
university of 12,000 and offered extras like field trips
and the cooking course. Colby should become more
flexible in its attitude toward the program. For
example, second semester more advanced students
should be allowed to drop three Center courses and
take three courses for credit in the university. It
is easier for our French department to lump everyone
in one place, yet French major s would get more of

a challenge by being in class with French students.
Caen is a good place to go for a year abroad. It
certainly does not have resort-like weather, yet it is
close (by train) to Paris and not far from some lovely
coast and countryside. I do not think it is the ideal
location for everyone and I hope that the French
department will bi m ore flexible about letting studentr
go elsewhere to study. Granted , there may be more
A mericans in Paris or Nice, but if you w ant to learn
the language you will mingle with French and not
American students. Caen is a quiet town and certain
people might prefer the activity and diversity of
Paris.
Another improvement Colby could make on its
program is to prepare students in the spring of the
year before they go. Meetings should be arranged to
discuss housing, allowing students to find families
during the summer. I would make "the sophomore
civilization course a requirement for those considering
a year abroad. The department could make more of
an effort to inform students about courses and
activities in the university. In the fall , a year abroad
should be talked'up by the department because I feel
it is one of the most exciting things anyone interested
in French could do.
Each abroad experience is a highly personal one
and the reactions of the other fourteen are probably
not like mine. Not everyone had to deal with the
same p roblems and inconveniences, mine involving
one landlady whose idea of a cultural exchange was
the monthly bill and another who allowed me one
bath a week. Still the individuality and unpredictability of a European experience makes it worthw hile

difficulties of making friends with the more diffident
and rather disinterested Europeans , I felt I could win
them over with a good old American smile. However ,
neither smiles nor friendly hellos did the trick. I could
not help thinking that the wet.grey weather influenced
their moods. It really was not until late winter that I
had close enough contact with any Belgian students to
call them my friends.
Perhaps the social situation would have been easier
had 1 gone with a program rather than independently .
Contemplating.different programs my sophomore year,
I was afraid of going with a group of Americans who
tend to stay within their own little clique. As it turned
out , I met severa l "independent " Americans and we
basically stuck together because an American friend was
better than no one at all.
Not being part of a progra m meant other inconveniences: infinite bureaucratic red tape to wade through ,
not knowing anyone who could give reliable advice.
There is a so-called director of Jjuniors Abroad but he
seemed as confused by the situation as we were.
Bein g a re gu lar ly matr iculate d stu d ent h a d soun d ed
more of a ch al len ge an d, in some wa y s, it was. Professors do not have contact with their class .t h erefore ,
they cannot distinguish between the Belgian and
American students. As you canrsee, this makes tho

competition rather stiff. Louvain is considered one of
the oldest and best universities of Europe, yet , I
found the academic standards lower that I had expected,
Professors give students little or no opportunity to
think for themselves. This problem , plus the absence
of hourlies and a minimum of papers , makes for grueling
finals. One must be capable of memorizing notebooks
full of data for recitation at the oral exam, I foun d
that I had read much more than Belgian students,
whereas they could remember all the trivia pertinent to
every French author.
Belgium 's geographic location is advantageous.
Being at the "crossroads of Europe" made it easier tp
escape the cold monotony of the country . Brusselsdoes have a variety of cultura l activities to offer ,
yet so does Paris , Perhaps what 1 wish to say is that
Belgium offers nothing that the junior abroad cannot
find in France. In talking with Colby students who
were at Caen , It seems that despite the dif f erences
between the two countries, we had many similar ^.
experiences and revelations. Though I had my share
of doubts during the year , Keel no re grets ab out havin g
chosen Belgium. Had I gone elsewhere and been
unhappy, I would always have wondered if Belgium
would not have been the better choice.

J.Y.A. mnxepD 0T3T^ 0
by Qaiser Mahmood Khan
When I got to the United States I was prepared to
bear the colds and the chills. That is what pioneers
from Bangladesh who had gone before and U.S.
Embassy officials had told me to expect. Imagine
my shock, when the aircraft ground to a halt at Logan
and the Captain announced that the outside temperature was 97° F. Early that morning in Paris there had
been a slight chill in the air and I had borne it with
fortitude, telling myself it will be worse across the
Atlantic. As I stepped out of the terminal building
into- the blast furnace that was Boston I tried to console myself with the thought this cannot be permanent.
Surely it will be nice and cool tomorrow. I spent the
next two days in Cambridge. But each was hotter
than the previous. Nothing back home had prepare d
me for this, for even though we are a sub-tropical
country, thanks to the monsoons which come in summer
we hardly ever experience the vagaries of temperatures above the eighties.
Perhaps, I thought , things would be better up in
Waterville. Freshman orientation started amidst
much different conditions than prevailed in Boston.
I discovered that "Raindrops are Falling on My Head"
was nothing to sing about when you do not have a raincoat and there is a chill in the air . I drenched myself
all the way to the Freshman Assembly and again all the
way back to the dorm
A great shock was in store for me. At a meeting
where the Dean explained course selection requirements
the bombshell was dropped. I have always been a
lazy sort of character. Lazy is the word my peers use.
I prefer the word peaceable, At junior school I had
tolerated the rigours of physical education spurred on
by the fact it would soon be all over. When I was twelve
I sighed in relief—at last the phys. ed. was over. In
varsity sports (we call them inter-school sports) I
had gone out for cricket. The beauty, from my
point of view, was the fact that you could get long
periods of rest when your side was batting-particularly if you were a below average batsman. So, here
I was at college congratulating myself on there being
no more of the strenuous stuff. But then came the
shock. A year of Phys. Ed. was part of the graduation
requirements. And when I filled out my schedule , !
found that the only Phys. Ed. orientation which
fitted me started at 8 a.m. 1 wonder why Americans
like torturing themselves like thisFootball! When my roommate told me that there
was a game,!decided to go along. Imagine my surprise
when instead of football I saw two teams dressed up
like medieval knights playing rugby. I queried of a
friend. He said , "But this is football. " I then described
to him at length what football meant to the rest of the
world . He said , "That's not football , that 's soccer."
My consternation at this off-hand treatment of life 's
passion to hundreds of millions in all parts of the world
was great! I had come to the United States for many
reasons. One of them was the great freedom and latitude allowed students in shaping their curriculum in
the libera] arts institutions, which is unparalleled
elsewhere in the world. Thus registration was a breeze ,
except , of course, the Phys. Ed. part of it.
Now I " am settled, I'm even beginning to like this
place. That's a lot , coming from a guy who has been
educated in the British tradition of restrained language.

oy Beth Van Hour
One of Colby's foreign students is Abdillahi
Zubeir Rijar , better known as Abdul, fro m Zanzibar, an island off Tanzainia. Tanzainia , an East
African country, was formerly Tanganyika, independent (from Britain) in 1961. When Zanzibar
became part of Tanganyika in 1964, the name
was changed to Tanzania.
Abdul did his primary and secondary schooling
in Tanzania. After one year in En gland studying
privately, he went to Queens College in New York
for two years. He came to Colby this year because
he got a scholarship on the understanding that
he would tutor Swahili.
'^1 did n't like New York," says Abdul. "Smaller
towns are closer to nature. " His feelings about
America are hard to define. "Many Africans have
mistaken ideas about America because they are
mislead by films put out by the U.S. Information
Service. But , the Peace Corps, teachers tell us what
is really going on and help to kill the myth that
America is perfect. "
Abdul is upset by the many problems he finds

in America. Of the ra cial situation: "Americans
are too color-conscious, both blacks and whites.
The present polarization is appalling. " On crime:
"We have very little crime in Tanzania. If someone
is hungry, he steals a basket of cassava (a vegetable)
but we have no crimes of violence."
Concerning world politics, Abdul believes Africa
will become increasingly important. "Of course
only history can tell, but I am optimistic. " He
is distressed by Western reaction to the present
situation in Tanzania. "The political ideology in
Tanzania has been branded as 'Communist * by
Westerners, but we arc only implementing social- '
istic ideas based on African communal heritage.
A mericans call anything they don 't like 'Communist' , " he observed wryly.
Abdul , like many Tanzanians (1/3 Muslim ,
J/3 Christian , 1/3 traditional religion) is a Muslim.
Describing the essential idea of Islam in one word ,
he said "Brotherhood. " The basic belief is that
"Allah is God , Mohammed is his prophet." Another
belief of Muslims is the observance of the month
of Ramadhau , which starts Friday, Sep t. 28, During
this month , Muslims fast during the day, eating only
at night. Abdul plans to observe the month of Ramad
hau, despite the obvious difficulty.
Abdul, who would like to share his experiences
and ideas with others, plans to give a lecture on Tan
znnin during October.

by Zeynep Baler
"What is it like to be a foreign student at Colby?
When I was asked that question , a series of cliches
passed through my mind : "Oh,' it's great!" , "I
j ust love it here!" , "Everybody is so friendly, "
etc. But when I gave a second thought to these
statements, I realized how they did reflect my
first impressions of Colby. I attended an American
High School in Turkey and I have quite a few
relatives who live in the United States. Plus the *
United States is one of the maj or foreign countries
that Turkish people know about through mass
media.
So, I knew we would have scrambled eggs and
coffee for breakfast, that the guys would have
long hair and what Levi's, Kleenex , Peanuts and
Charlie Brown were.
I also knew about the term papers, reading
lists and the importance of independent study
because of my American High School experience.
Since the first semester courses are rather introductory and not very different from my High
School courses, I have not been confronted
with any problems so far. In fact , everything
was a review for me because the standards of my
High School were college standards in most
respects. I knew what was expected of the students
such as reading on one's own, participation in
class and the handling of basic ideas rather than
memorization of a list of facts; The only difference
is one attitude of students towards their courses.
They seem relatively more enthusiastic since they
were able to choose the courses they liked and
coming to college was their own decision.
I have never spoken English for such a long
period of time in my life , and I must admit that
although I was sure that I wouldn't have any problems
with my courses, I would really be in a fix when
it came to communication with people. I was
afraid of not having the same sense of humor or
of being an outsider in most conversations. I had
even anticipated not being able to have a "friend. "
Well, I have not one but many friends now, I can
speak English fluently all the time and even use
slang and make a few jokes. So, I again rely on a
cliche and say people are really friendly over here,
but I cannot express how amazed I am at
finding such an atmosphere on the other side of the
world.
Did I find anything "weird"? Was everything
what I expected it to be? Well, no. I still do not
know how l stopped myself from staring at the
pair of bare f eet resting high up on the chair ju st
in front of the professor 's desk , or how I force d
myself to look at the ceiling while one of the,
girls in class was talking to the teacher and relishing a piece of chewing gum at the same time,
When I asked a girl if she smoked she replied ,
"Smoke what?" Also, I was surprised at the efficiency of the students at governing themselves,
how I did not have to depend wholly on the faculty
for my problems. It still.amazes me how Colby
students can decide to have a successful party on,
the spur of the moment. Lastly I was pleased
with how thoughtfu l the Physical Education
Department was about the students' health and
safety,
So far, I think life at Colby is "great"!!
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blue denims!

FOR THE TWO OF US . . .

CORDUROYS!

LOVE MEANS DRESSING ALIKE. WHEN WE WANT TO.

WOOL and NYLON BLEND!
blue
navy

WE WEAR MATCHING JACKETS And JEANS. Like THESE.
NOW IT'S FALL AFTER THE HOT SPELL. WE'LL MEET
SATURDAY AT OUR PLACE, £E5te*OS , THE
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Chan fr om page one
Mao 's philosophy, much of which may be said to have

roots in Confucia n thought , will be the topics of
discussion in future lectures.
Althou gh generally a conservative in his views,
Confucius was a revolutionary in some of his
actions. He was actuall y ' the firs t t eacher in China
and the originator of the literati or scholarl y class;
he opened up educa tion to all people regardless
of their social of economic back ground , est ablishe d
a new social struc ture of which th e family was the

L ^ 2m»

SATURDAY GENERATION PLACE. WE'LL FIND BLUE
DENIMS, CORDUROYS AND WOOLS IN MATCHING SETS
FROM LEVIS® , LEE And COLLEGE TOWN AT THE 'YOUNG
MEN S SH0P' 0N ™E L0WER LEVEL AND AT THE

'GREEN DOOR' - SECOND FLOOR.

basis , set an ex a mp le an d est abl ished a st an d ard
of tho highest moral virtue. Confucius taught
an d demonstra t ed t he inte gra t ion of thou ght and
ac t ion , of love, wisdom , and coura ge , of history,
ceremony, poetry, and music. •
The central doctrine of Confucius ' teachin gs is t he
eoncopt of ten, which Prof. Chan translated as
human ity or human-heartedness; this brin gs all of
Confu cius ' teachings to center on man. It appeors
as tho most consistent theme in The Anal ects of
Confucius , the sayings collected by his students ,
as "Don 't do to others what you would not have

them do to you, " Known to west erners as t he
"Chinese (Negative) Golden Rule ," Prof . Chan
pointed out that its negativism should not be misunderstood: it emphasizes reciprocity.
The role an d im p licat ions of filial piety , a basic
conce pt in Confucian philoso phy, were not made
completely clear , but a stimulatin g lecture ,~including interestin g references to modern China ,
was presented. Prof. Chan gave an introduction to
Chinese philosophy which seemed more than sufficient to arouse the further interest of many at
Colb y in Chinese and Asian studies.

A GOOD
AFTERNOON

by Brian MacQuarrie
The Colby cross-country team started off the
season in fine fashion as they beat U. Maine at
Portland-G orham, 26-33. Although sparked by good
individual efforts from freshmen Frit Cooper and Ken
Colton, and Junior Paul Fagan, the win was the result
of a solid, team effort. Spotting Portland-Gorham the
first and third places, Colby responded by placing
seven out of the next eight runners.
This meet marked the beginning of a new era for
coach Alex Schulten. Accustomed as he has been over
the past four years to the winning ways of Lew Paquin
and solid front runners, this year's team consists
almost entirely of underclassmen, the exceptions being
captain Don Buckely, Paul Fagan , Norm Battey, and
Brian MacQuarrie. Many of the team's top runners
during practice have been freshmen and their ability
to adju st to college competition and college distances
had not been tested.
Over a winding course on a cloudy, rainy, and cold
day, a freshman held the lead until the last quartermile; freshman Frit Cooper was beaten by a strong
kick from Portland-Gorham's Frank Ward who ran
his home course in a solid time of 29:58. Cooper ¦
finished up with a strong clocking of 30:05. PortlandGorham's Tony DiLuca finished third and at this jun cture, Colby's chances looked doubtful. Junior Paul
Fagan and freshman Ken Colton ran fourth and fifth.
This was both Fagan and Colton's first race at a distance of five miles. Portland-Gorham's Ron Kelly was
sixth but Colby's overall depth now proceeded to wrap
up the victory. Finishing seventh to eleventh were
sophomore John Varrill, captain Don Buckley, freshmen Dean Mcle.an and Leonard Janssen and sophomore
Ken Curtis.
The squad faces U. Maine-Orono in an away meet
Wednesdiay afternoon and Bates and Middlebury in
a road tri-meet Saturday. The team's surp risin g depth ,
its youth and the fact that it has not yet reached its
potential are all factors in its favor. Whether these
points are enough to best tested teams like U. Maine
and Bates remains to be seen. Last Saturday was good
experience for the squad and as Joel Swets and Dean
M clean both agree , "It's a good way to spend an afternoon and it beats studying."

Fac ulty fro m page 2
Colby's size particularly appeals to Miss Ferster ,
She feels that people know each other differently
here than in a larger community. Such things as •
The Center and The Jan Plan take advantage of the
size factor . Miss Ferster will be conducting a Jan
Plan this year on "Woman as Hero ," tracing the
development of this role in literature from parody
to serious exploration. She hopes to have it as a
seminar , but the format will depend on the students
enrolled.
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Beds fro m page one
If and when a fraternity is bought by the
college, after failin g to meet its minimum mem-7
bership, the college hopes to create some special
housing. Dean Wyman is especially excited about
this prospect and feels that a good possibility
would be a political science or language house
with a resident professor emphasizing both intellectual and social activities. Wyman commented,
"I don't think social and intellectual life are
mutually exclusive." He would like to see intellectual life brought into a special house by way
of seminars and informal gatherings. The new .
special houses could also have their parties, perhaps different from our standard frat party, but
capable of providing another alternative for the
Colby social scene. Both deans f elt that the
special houses (probably co-ed) would be successful dorm residences. The buildings house approximately forty persons which is a good community
for providing cohesion and variety. Also, the
great amount of common space—living rooms,
basements and libraries-are particularly attractive
as compared with the present dorm facilities.
The new special house could also easily compete
in the frat or dorm sports league.
Colby is not anxious to force any fraternity
out of its house, but after meetings between
present fraternity members, alumni frat men who
serve on the Prudential Committees of each fraternity (which are responsible for the operation
of the houses) and with members of the administration, the consensus was that a practical solution must be found , Reports have been published, the Board' of Trustees informed and all
male graduates sent letters explaining the situation,
and the majority of all of these bodies agreed*
that a practical solution is necessary. An average
of 50 beds, amounting to a loss of revenue of
$194,000 for the college, cannot continue to go
unoccupied for the sake of tradition.
Solutions can be flexible. For example,
Dean Wyman suggested that Colby would probably be very willing to return a frat house if ,
after losing their house, a fraternity were able to
regroup and buy it back. Also, present members
would be allowed to stay in their house after it
is bought by the college as long as they fit into
the program of the new special house. Filling
empty beds with non-members or transfers is
not the answer. The opinion of both deans is
that a student should not be placed where such
a move involves placing an outsider in close living
conditions with a tightly-knit group.

NEXT TIME
FOR SURE . . .
by Dan Rapaport
On a cold and rainy Saturday afternoon in Middlebury, Vermont, the Colby College football team op ened
the 1973 season on the short end of a 32-18 score.
Although this game will go down in the loss column ,
Coach Dick McGee and his assistants saw many bright
spots, the most important being how his young team
reacted to their first test.
Against a Middlebury team which had both size
and experience on his Mules, McGee deemed the team's
performance as the "best team effort" in his six years
as head coach. What McGee meant was that his scrappy
ball club, outweighed in both the offensive and defensive
lines, played Middlebury even for three quarters, but
the home team exploded for two touchdowns in the
final period to provide the margin of victory.
Colby drew first blood in the opening quarter as
sophomore QB Jimmy Hayes led the Mules on a long
scoring march. The drive was culminated with Hayes'
nine-yard pass to Paul Hatton. Hatton , who had a fine
day with five receptions made a circus catch in the end
zone to give his team the early lead. The key play in
the initial scoring drive was a screen pass to Pete
Gorniewicz good for forty-five yeards. The extra
point attempt was missed. Middlebury answered back
with scoring march of their own tying the score at six.
The visiting Mules scored again in the second quarter ,
Gorniewicz scoring this time from nine yards out. The
play that set up the score was a thirty-five yard option
pass from Gorniewicz to John Bennot. Peter has
had days when he's gained more yards (he had eightyfive this day), but he did ju st abou t everything on the
field running, blocking, catching, and throwing, and
doing them well. Colby's 12-6 lead was short-lived,
however, as the home team scored twice more to lead
18-12 at the half.
' In the third period, Middlebury began to wear down
their opponents, gaining control of the game and grinding
out the yards. Their longest drive was thw arted by
Aubrey Moore's second interception of the day. Moore
took the ball to the Middlebury forty and with Hayes
and Gorniewicz sharing the running duties the Mules
tied the score again as Hayes called out and scored from
the two. At the end of three the score read 18-18.
As the final period opened , the home-towners went
one touchdown up on the visitors as a sustain ed drive
resulted in a 26-18 Middlebury lead. Colby came right
back , however, with a m arch of its own, but the drive
fell short on the opponents' twenty-five as a fourth
down pass fell incomplete. With three minutes to play
the Mules re-gained possession and began still another drive. At the Middlebury forty-five, Hayes was hit
on a roll-out and lost possession, Middlebury recovering. The home team scored a meaningless touchdown as
time ran out.
It was obvious that the size and depth advantage
Middlebury held played a major part in their fourth
quarter splurge as the aggressive Colby team was simply
worn down. Coach McGee was reluctant to single out
any outstanding individual performances as he stressed
the fact that even in a losing cause , it was a fine allaround team effort. The Colby team meets Coast
Guard this Saturday at home and once again this well
b e a rea l test for McGee 's Mules. The Middies have
yielded just ten points in two games. With one game
un der their belts the young Mules must be up for
another all-out effort.

Paper Wall fro m page 1
school's fire laws. Tuna fish simply never sold as well
as cheeseburgers.
Although such proposals as a Wall under the
juri sdiction of Seilers Food Service or as part of the
Spa have fallen through, many remain optimistic
that a new Paper Wall will emerge. Says Debbie
Smith, "The very fact that past seasons have seen
tremendous profits at the Paper Wall is proof of the
great need for such an on-campus establishment."
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THE SELECTION OF COATS

But ler 's has on their
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second and third floorsl
betchg ya haven 't been up there
since school started:
20—50% OFF \
leather coat s , fur , sue d e ,
really now , you
wool , ski-parkas ,& more :
can 't beat it.

Tina Mitehell
Creative
Dance

DEVIL S'
ADVOCATE

by Cheryl Booker
and Gay Peterson
"There are: other ways to move besides what you
are comfortable with." Ms. Tina Mitchell, Colby's
new modern dance instructor, intends to show her
students this year that they can make their bodies mov
in new ways. Ms. Mitchell comes to Colby with a
strong technical background, and though she believes
in the importance of improvisation and exploration,
the disciplined dancer and polished performance are
high on her list of priorities,
Ms.- Mitchell, who had a rich classical background
in ballet during her early childhood, also participated
in musical comedies while she lived in Syracuse, New
York. She became involved in modern dance at the
age of thirteen, after moving to Scituate, Mass. Seeing
no future in dance, however, she gave it up after her
sophomore year in high school. But after entering U.
Mass as a physical education major , she found herself
attracted to their strong dance department than to
the field hockey field at 8 o'clock in the morning.
After graduation , Ms. Mitchell followed the suit of
many others and tried to make her way in New York
as a dancer, but like those many others, she found 'lif $- .
in the city lonely and depressing. Michigan proved
more to her liking when she worked at a summer camp
there and consequently, she investigated and was
accepted for graduate study in the department of dance
at Ann Arbort Ms. Mitchell comes to Colby this year
after receiving hetmaster'sdegree.
Her plans- for the Dance Club this semester include
a demonstration at orientation, performances at both
Parents' Weekends, and the possibility of a Christmas
production. Approximately forty students have shown
an interest in the group, which meets on Monday nights.
Many will be involved with production work, if not
directly with performance. After introductory work
in technique, Ms. Mitchell plans to encourage some
members to work on pieces of their own. She will also
offer such advanced w ork in her January dance program
Her spectrum is not just limited to Colby, however,
as she will be returning to Michigan this November to
perform in Gay DeLang's production , "Limb Literal,"
or "Arm Technology vs. Leg Technology." She also
is investigating the possibility ol bringing outside professional dancers to Colby.

The Whole Earth Catalogue calls it-

A maSt @rpi6CG. if you don't think you have any questions about your body, you'll probably be surprised. And if you 're
looking for a stronger,clearer sense of yourself as a woman,you'll
be satisfied."
-Diana Shugart, The Whole Earth Catalogue
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by Bill Narwold
Unfortunately, it seems that the American
public is often easily swayed by a single event and
accepts it' to be the absolute truth. Such was the
case last Thursday night as the females of the
world took great pleasure in watching Billie Jean
King trounce Bobby Riggs.
I have to wonder at what sort of perverse
enjoyment a person can get from seeing a female
with thighs bigger than my waist and with the
arms of a Russian weight-lifter whollop a man
practically old enough to receive social security.,
Fact : a twenty-nine year old female in the prime
of her career easily beats in three sets a fifty-five
year old man whose last major win was Wimbledon in 1939. Fiction: women's lib has proven
beyond a shadow of a doubt that men and women
are equal partners. Logic and reason, two characteristics rather unfamiliar to females, would seem to
dictate otherwise.
Concerning the Riggs-King match, I believe the
outcome only proved the obvious, i.e. Bobby
Riggs is a superb hustler. Win or lose, Riggs stood
to clear hundreds of thousands of dollars, more
than King has made in ten years of tournaments.
For any female to watch two and a half hours of
rather uninspiring tennis and then say "I told you
so," is typical of the incoherent , inconsistent,
logic that has exemplified the female through
history. However, 1 am not arguing male superiority, only that male and female are each suited
for different activities and tasks. The male , for
instance, is eminently more qualified in athletic
endeavors, while the female is uncontested in
domestic pursuits. We must learn to understand and
and respect these inherent differences and realize
that it really is "a man's world." Point, game, set ,
and match.

Booters
Bash
Clark

by Brad Cohen
The Colby soccer team paced by junior John Harris'
scoring explosion , opened their regular season Saturday,
Sept. 22, with a 6-3 win over Clark University. H arris
opened the scoring at 16:40 of the first half with a
penalty kick, and at 32:25 Terry Reilly scored a picture
goal from the left wing making the score 2-0, Colby.
However, one minute later , Massood Abolfaxli netted
a dribbler that just eluded Mules goalie Bruce Carmichael, and at 41:55 Clark tied the game 2-2, when
Bob Powers connected on a hard drive.
Entering the second half tied , Colby exploded.
Or rather John Harris did, as he netted three goals,
giving him four on the day. Medhane Egziablier also
scored for Colby, further ensuring the victory . Clark
scored its final goal with no time left on a penalty
kick that only made the score a little more respectable
The Mule booters showed a great number of standout performers. Harris appears to have developed
into a super player, and sophomore Kevin Ryan was
brilliant all day at center half-back. Colb y depended
heavily on their fullbacks in the Clark game, and Andy
Bagley, Jim Porter, Chet Hickox, and Paul Pape all
played well there. Carmichael was steady in goal, but
the continuous rain and cold was no help. Halfb ack
Rick D avis was another steady performer who made
several key plays.
Colb y met Maine on Wednesday, and will play
Lowell
L Tech, Saturday at 11:00 a.m. in another home
contest.
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Thousands of Topics
$2.75 per page

Send for your up-to-date, 160-page,
mail order catalog. Enclose $1.00
to cover postage (delivery time is
1to 2 days).
RESEARCH ASSISTANCE,INC.
11941WILSHIRE BLVD., SUITE #2
LOS ANGELES,CALIF. 90025
(2 13) 477-8474 or 477-5493
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• more than a fine restaurant

54 COLLEGE AVENUE / WATERVILLE. MAINE 04901

COLBY SPECIALS
Since 1932

Hillel Announcements

$1.95

High Holidays
Services will be conducted at Beth Israel synagogue
on Main Street, Waterville. Students who cannot find
rides with their friends should sign up for transportation (sheets are located outside Room 207F, Miller
Library).
T>urs., Sept. 27-First day of Rosh Hashannah.
Service begins at 9:00 a.m.
Fri., Sept. 28— Second day. Same schedule
Fri. Oct. 5-Kol Nidre. Service at 7:00 p.m.
Sat. Oct 6—Yom Kippur. Service begins at 9:00 a.m
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High Holiday Sermons
First day of Rosh Hashaiiiiah: "Was Don Quixote
Jewish?"; Second day : "God's Executive Clem ency";

*"

74 M A IN STREET
W ATER V ILLE
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Kol Nidre: "Walter Cronkite's R ight "; Yom Kippur:
"Kosher Pickles, No Ice-Cream".

Qb The Concourse and M a i n Stree t
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Friday Night and Saturday Morning Services
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At this time, the congregation plans to hold several
Friday night services each month. Exact details to
be announced.
Saturday services begin at 9 a.m. each week.

Library Orientation

TED SHIRO 'S
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Mr.BIG
Beef and Brew

WATERVILLE , AUGUST A, ORONO

Library orientation lecture/tours are being offered
for those who :
are taking English 115 but for whose section a
tour is not scheduled
either never had a tour or need a refresher;
these lecture/tours take between forty-five minutes
and an hour and will be aimed at teaching the fundamentals of doing research work in the library.
Morning, afternoon,'-and evening hours are being
scheduled. For details, please come to the reference
desk in Miller Library or call Caroly Smith at ext. 208.
Mathematics Lecture

Dr. Frederick B. Thompson , Professor of Applied
GIVE SOMEBODY DUNKIN DON UTS &M3\
¦¦*
Science and Philosophy at the California Institute of
ij J
l
/
GET SOME LOVIN' BACK
Technology , will be the first lecturer in the series
sponsored by the mathematics department under a
grant from the General Electric Foundation. His lecture, which is open to the public, will be given on
Ra lph W. Atkins Co.
Tuesday evening, October 2 at 7 p.m. in Lovejoy
cameras - supp lies
Auditorium.
Dr. Thompson is making a return visit to the campus.
photofinishing
In November 1971 he came to Colby as a Phi Beta
Kappa Visiting Lecturer. His special interests concern
-Sales
the impact of informational technology on how we
Typewriters
gain knowledge and on our social mechanisms. Dr.
Thompson has worked with the computer artist John
-Service
Whitney and will once again relate his work in this
34 main ert "watterv-ilHJ
to the humanistic contributions of the new
___ ,immmmldmSmm&m ^Mm&mm ^mmarea
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technologies.

COUTURE 'S BARBER SHOP & HAIRSTYLING
The Elite

"Roffler Scul pt ur Ku t "

_.

Razor Styling-Hairpieces
Private Styling Room
-Sp.m.
JnctSat. (Fri, Until 6p.m,)
open 8a, m.
Closed Mon,
AIR CONDITIONED
453-2714
la Cottage Fair

VIT
T h e Stron g Vocat iona l Interest Tost w ill b e given

October 3 at 6:30 p.m. in Lovej oy Auditorium.

Film Jan Plan

Anybody interested in d oing a Jan Plan related
to film with the University Film Study Center in
Boston, please contact Deb Girardin , ext. 237.
Student Judiciary Interviews

*

Thursday, September 27, at 6:30, the Student
Judiciary will begin interviews to fill two vacant
posts. One j unior man and one sophomore woman
will be selected at this time. All those interested
in applying please come at 6:30, to sign up for an
interview.
The interviews will be held in the Stu-J room ,
second floor, Roberts Union.
Engraver For Use

The Student Avtivities Office has purchased an
electric engraver for imprinting one's name and/or
social security number on all hard-surfaced personal
valuables. A bike, radio, or stereo so marked is
much easier to recover in the event it is lost or
stolen. See your head resident for more information.
Free Jitney Service

Students living off campus are reminded that
free Jitney service is available to them. See schedules
posted around campus for Concourse-area departure times.
Part-time Work

Students looking for part-time work are encouraged
to sign up with the Colby/Waterville Employment
Service and check the job information board at the
Roberts Union desk.
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Philosophy-Religion Lecture
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The second in a series of lectures on Chinese PhiloJBB 1 Sophy will be given tonight, Sept. 27, at 8:00 p.m.
MB fl- in Given Auditorium by Wing-tsit Chan, Gillispie
of
ifp^ Professor Philosophy, Chatham College and
|S I professor Emeritur, Dartmouth College. The title
kHH will be "Chinese Buddhism, Harmony of Man and
flfl| Nature. "

Graduate Schools
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Representatives from the following graduate
raSM^t
fSTW " schools will be on campus in October:
,|
gflF | Oct. 1: Georgeto wn University Law School, Dean
l
mngf Wilmont, 3:00-5:30 p.m., Whitney Room.
jg Hn i Oct. 2: Boston College Law School, Prof . Robert
1 Berry, 2:00-5:00 p.m., Place to be announced.
j j |B
¦
T
Oct. 3: Temple University Law School, Keith Hey,
|jj
IBLJL Director of Admissions, 9:30-12 noon, Place to be
llflH 1 announced.
ill 1 Oct. **: Wharton Graduate Division, U. Pennsylvania,
j nj Mrs. Elsie Dengel, Asst Director of Admissions,
H 9:00-12 noon, Place to be announced.
Oct. 9: Babson College M.B.A., Jay AHschwang,
W f -\
^LmW^ Director of Graduate Admissions, 9:00-10:30 a.m.,
W/u H Place to be announced.
IflpLf* Oct. 10: Boston University M.B.A., all day, Place to
be announced.
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Science Colloquium

Lost : Sat. night at Marriner or KDR- long, green
pullover raincoat . $5 reward. Call Cliff ext . 564.
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Wanted : Double bass or electric bass player for
newly minted modern jazz group. Call : Roger ,
ext. 562 , or Peter, ext. 545 , or Brad , ext. 545.

Students interested in the LSAT may pick up applications from Prof. Berschneider , and applications for
the ATGSB may be obtained from Prof. Walter
Zukowski.
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For sale: Beatuiful handwoven articles by Leah
(Missy) Fitz-Gerald of Castine, Me. See Vicki Betts, ]H |
rm. 317 Roberts, Tues. and Thurs. 9 a .m. to 1 p.m. H^TH
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Graduate Record Examination applications are
MTna
flPLJL available at the Career Counseling Office in Lovejoy 110.
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I should like to remind members of the Junior
J
\T
Class
of
the
Senior
Scholars
Program
which
is
available
fl
J
for
the
senior
year.
While it is far too early to apply
VI
;
• for the program-the second half of .Spring Term is
^B
the proper time-it is not too early to begin thinking
LJL
about it and to begin
fl 1
making arrangements for a tutor. The need now to make 5H
plans for a Junior Year January Program lends itself
"LJ
well to planning for the Senior Scholar Program.
Perhaps a January Plan in 1974 could be preliminary to HMj
or an 'audition' for the more ex tensive program in
BUI
'
the academic year 1974-1975. Please feel free to ask
J^
me or any committee member for information about
*hm
becoming a Senior Scholar- George D. Maier , Chairman,
J"^
Senior Scholars Committee.
%mwa
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This Friday night, Sept. 28, the Coffee House in
Runnals Basement presents the Palermo. Puddlehoppers , H
a country style band including sax , accordian, and harf XHB
monica. 8:30 p.m. Food and drink available. Cover
LJB
charge 50 cents. Closed Saturday
flfli

Thursday, Sept. 27 at 6:30, the Student Judiciary
fArTB
|f fl fl will begin interviews to fill two vacant posts. One
iPQHC junior man and one sohpomore woman will be selected
at this time ' AU those interested in applying please
WtTmW
mj W j come at 6:30, to sign up for an interview.
The interviews will be held in the Stu=J room
MrW"
second
floor , Roberts Union.
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Coffee House

Student J udiciary
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Senior Scholars for Juniors

The second lecture of the Science Division Colloluium will take place on Tuesday, October 2, from
12:3 0 to 1:15 in the Smith Room, Roberts Union .
>rof. H.T. Hayslett will speak on "Gambler's Ruin."
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Cocktails

• Tel . 207/453-901 1

3 M i n. north of downtown Waterville on Rts. 201 -11 & 1 OO

Open 7:00 a.m. to 10 'p.m. ; weekends to 11 p.m.

Quality Pood ; Good Service, Low Prices , an d
j uti the right amt- of atmosphere at:
(Maine 's Finest Little Steak House)
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animals flowers
are dying^to tell us...
. "Give a hoot,
don't pollute!'

PIZZAS - ITALIANS
DAGWOODS - GRINDERS

BECft ON TAP
TABLE SERV ICE
AIR CONDITIONED
Coll A/ieorf hr Take-Out Strvlce

VILLAGE BARBERS

Main Stree t , Waterville

Free delivery with $5.00 food order
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A GOOD
AFTERNOON

by Brian MacQuarrie
The Colby cross-country team started off the
season in fine fashion as they beat U. Maine at
Portland-G orham , 26-33. Although sparked by good
individual efforts from freshmen Frit Cooper and Ken
Colton, and Junior Paul Fagan, the win was the result
of a solid team effort. Spotting Portland-Gorham the
first and third places, Colby responded by placing
seven out of the next eight runners. .
This meet marked the beginning of a new era for
coach Alex Schulten. Accustomed as he has been over
the past four years to the winning ways of Lew Paquin
and solid front runners, this year's team consists
almost entirely of underclassmen, the exceptions being
captain Don Buck ely , Paul Fagan, Norm Battey, and
Brian MacQuarrie. Many of the team 's top runners
during practice have been freshmen and their ability
to adju st to college competition and college distances
had not been tested.
Over a winding course on a cloudy, rainy, and cold
day, a freshman held the lead until the last quartermile; freshman Frit Cooper was beaten by a strong
kick from Portland-Gorham's Frank Ward who ran
his home course in a solid time of 29:58. Cooper
finished up with a strong clocking of 30:05. PortlandGorham's Tony DiLuca finishe d third and at this juncture, Colby's chances looked doubtful. Junior Paul
Fagan and freshman Ken Colton ran fourth and fifth.
This was both Fagan and Colton's first race at a distance of five miles. Portland-Gorham 's Ron Kelly was
sixth but Colby 's overall depth now proceeded to wrap
up the victory. Finishing seventh to eleventh were
sophomore John Varrill, captain Don Buckley, freshmen Dean Mclean and Leonard Janssen and sophomore
Ken Curtis.
The squad faces U. Maine-Orono in an aw ay meet
Wednesday afternoon and Bates and Middlebury in
a road tri-meet Saturday. The team's surprisin g depth ,
its youth and the fact that it has not yet reached its
potential are all factors in its favor. Whether these
points are enough to best tested teams like U. Maine
and Bates remains to be seen. Last Saturday was good
experience for the squad and as Joel Swets and Dean
M clean both agree, "It's a good way to spend an afternoon and it beats studying. "

Beds fro m page one

NEXT T IME
FOR SURE . . .

by Dan Rapaport
On a cold and rainy Saturday afternoon in Middlebury, Vermont, the Colby College football team opened
the 1973 season on the short end of a 32-18 score.
Although this game will go down in the loss column,
Coach D ick McGee and his assistants saw many bright
spots, the most important being how his young team
reacted to their first test.
Against a, Middlebury team which had both size
and experience on his Mules, McGee deemed the team's
performance as the "best team effort " in his six years
as head coach. What McGee meant was that his scrappy
ball club, outweighed in both the offensive and defensive
lines, played Middlebury even for three quarters, but
the home team exploded for two touchdowns in the
f inal period to provide the margin of victory.
Colby drew first blood in the opening quarter as
sophomore QB Jimmy Hayes led the Mules on a long
scoring march. The drive was culminated with Hayes'
nine-yard pass to Paul Hatton. Hatton, who had a fine
day with five receptions made a circus catch in the end
zone to give his team the early lead . The key play in
the initial scoring drive was a screen pass to Pete
Gorniewicz good for forty-five yeards. The extra
point .attempt was missed. Middlebury answered back
with scoring march of their own tying the score at six.
The visiting Mules scored again in the second quarter,
Gorniewicz scoring this time from nine yards out. The
play that set up the score was a thirty-five yard option
pass from Gorniewicz to John Bennot. Peter has
had days when he's gained more yards (he had eightyFacult y fro m page 2
five this day), but he did just about everythin g on the
field running, blocking, catching, and throwing, and
Colby 's size particularly appeals to Miss Ferster .
doing them well. Colby's 12-6 lead was short-lived,
She feels that people know each other differently
here than in a larger community, Such things as •
however, as the home team scored twice more to lead
The Center and The Jan Plan take advantage of the
18-12 at the half .
• In the third period , Middlebury began to wear down
size factor. Miss Ferster will be conducting a Jan
Plan this year on "Woman as Hero," tracing the
their opponents , gaining control of the game and grinding
development of this role in literature from parody
out the yards. Their longest d rive was thwarted by
to serious exploration. She hopes to have it as a
Aubrey Moore's second interception of the day. Moore
seminar, but the format will depend on the students
took the ball to the Middlebury forty and with Hayes
enrolled.
and Gorniewicz sharing the running duties the Mules
tied the score again as Hayes called out and ssored from
^^ ™^^ ^^^^^^^ m^^^^^^^^^^
m^m^mmmm
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the two. At the end of three the score read 18-18.
As the final period opened , the home-towners went
SPECIAL RATES TO COLBY PARENTTS
one touchdown up on the visitors as a sustain ed drive
resulted in a 26-18 Middlebury lead. Colby came right
at the
back , however, with a m arch of its own , but the drive
fell short on the opponents' twenty-five as a fourth
down pass fell incomplete. With three minutes to play
the Mules re-gained possession and began still another
drive. At the Middlebury forty-five , Hayes was hit
on a roll-out and lost possession, Middlebury recovering. The home team scored a meaningless touchdown as
time ran out.
^k and WEBER'S STEAK HOUSE ^—^
It was obvious that fhe size and depth advantage
Middlebury held played a major part in their fourth
quarter
splurge as the aggressive Colby team was simply
and
tween Waterville
Fa irfield.
worn down. Coach McGee was reluctant to single out
f ^ l Be
^
any outstanding individual performances as he stressed
On Routes 201 , 100 , and 11
color television
the fact that even in a losing cause , it was a fine allC olby College Nearby
around team effort. The Colby team meets Coast
Swimming pool
Guard this Saturday at home and once again this well
phone: (207) 872-2 73f
be a rea l test f or McGee 's Mules. The Middies have
Air Conditioning
yielded just ten points in two gomes. With one game
un d er t h eir belts t h e youn g Mu les must b e u p f or
Phones
another all-out effort.
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Hotel
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If and when a fraternity is bought by the
college, after failing to meet its minimum membership, the college hopes to create some special
housing. Dean Wyman is especially excited about
this prospect and feels that a good possibility
would be a political science or language house
with a resident professor emphasizing both intellectual and social activities. Wyman commented,
"I don't think social and intellectual life are
mutually exclusive." He would like to see intellectual life brought into a special house by way
of seminars and informal gatherings. The new
special houses could also have their parties, perhaps different from our standard frat party, but
capable of providing another alternative for the
Colby social scene. Both deans feit that the
special houses (probably co-ed) would be successful dorm residences. The buildings house approximately forty persons which is a good community
for providing cohesion and variety. Also, the
great amount of common space—living rooms,
basements and libraries—are particularly attractive
as compared with the present dorm facilities.
The new special house could also easily compete
in the frat or dorm sports league.
Colby is not anxious to force any fraternity
out of its house, but after meetings between
present fraternity members, alumni frat men who
serve on the Prudential Committees of each fraternity (which are responsible for the operation
of the houses) and with members of the administration, the consensus was that a practical solution must be found. Reports have been published, the Board' of Trustees informed and all
male graduates sent letters explaining the situation,
and the majori ty of all of these bodies agreed
that a practical solution is necessary. An average
of 50 beds, amounting to a loss of revenue of
$194,000 for the college, cannot continue to go
unoccupied for the sake of tradition.
Solutions can be flexible. For example ,
Dean Wyman suggested that Colb y would probably be very willing to return a frat house if ,
after losing their house, a fraternity were able to
regroup and buy it back. Also , present members
would be allowed to stay in their house after it
is bought by the college as long as they fit into
the program of the new special house. Filling
empty beds with non-members or transfers is
not the answer. The opinion of both deans is
that a student should not be placed where such
a move involves placing an outsider in close living
conditions with a tightly-knit group.
Paper Wall from page 1
school's fire laws. Tuna fish simply never sold as well
as cheeseburgers.
Although such proposals as a Wall under the
jur isdiction of Seilers Food Service or as part of the
Spa have fallen through , many remain optimistic
that a new Paper Wall will emerge. Says Debbie
Smith, "The very fact that past seasons have seen
tremendous profits at the Paper Wall is proof of the
great need for such an on-campus establishment."

OF WA TER VILLE
HAVE YOU ALL SEEN

THE SELECTION OF COATS

Butler 's has on their
second and third floors!
betchq ya haven 't been up there
since school started :
20—50% OFF
leath er coats , fur , sued e ,
really now , you
wool, ski-parkas & more:
can 't beat it.

Tin a Mitchell:
Creative
Dance

by Cheryl Booker
and Gay Peterson
"There are: other way s to move besides what you
are comfortable with." Ms. Tina Mitchell, Colby's
new modern dance instructor, intends to show her
students this year that they can make their bodies mov
in new ways. Ms. Mitchell comes to Colby with a
strong technical background, and though she believes
in the importance of improvisation and exploration,
the disciplined dancer and polished performance are
high on her list of priorities,
Ms. Mitchell, who had a rich classical background
in ballet during her early childhood , also participated
in musical comedies while she lived in Syracuse , New
York. She became involved in modern dance at the
age of thirteen, after moving to Scituate, Mass. Seeing
no future in dance, however, she gave it up after her
sophomore year in high school. But after entering U.
Mass as a physical education major , she found herself
attracted to their strong dance department than to
the field hockey field at 8 o'clock in the morning.
After graduation , Ms. Mitchell followed the suit of
many others and tried to make her way in New York
as a dancer , but like those many others, she found life: .
in the city lonely and depressing. Michigan proved
more to her liking when she worked at a summer camp
there and cpnsequently, she investigated and was
accepted for graduate study in the department of dance
at Ann Arbor,Ms. Mitchell comes to Colby this year
after receiving hetmaster'sdegree.
Her plana for the Dance Club this semester include
a demonstration at orientation, performances at both
Parents' Weekends, and the possibility of a Christmas
production. Approximately forty students have shown
an interest in the group, which meets on Monday nights.
Many will be involved with production work, if not
directly with performance. After introductory work
in technique, Ms. Mitchell plans to encourage some
members to work on pieces of their own. She will also
offer such advanced work in her January dance program
Her spectrum is not just limited to Colby, however,
as she will be returning to Michigan this November to
perform in Gay DeLang's production , "Limb Literal,"
or "Arm Technology vs. Leg Technology." She also
is investigating the possibility ot bringing outside prsfessional dancers to Colby.

DEVIL'S
ADVOCATE

Booters
Bash
Clark

by Brad Cohen
The Colby soccer team paced by junior John Harris'
scoring explosion, opened their regular season Saturday,
Sept. 22, with a 6-3 win over Clark University. H arris
opened the scoring at 16:40 of the first half with a
penalty kick, and at 32:25 Terry Reilly scored a picture
goal from the left wing making the score 2-0, Colby.
However, one minute later, Massood Abolfaxli netted
a dribbler that just eluded Mules goalie Bruce Carmichael, and at 41:55 Clark tied the game 2-2, when
Bob Powers connected on a hard drive.
Entering the second half tied , Colby exploded.
Or rather John Harris did , as he netted three goals,
giving him four on the day. Med hane Egziablier also
scored for Colby, further ensuring the victory . Clark
scored its final goal with no time left on a penalty
kick that only made the score a little more respectable
The Mule booters showed a great number of standout performers. Harris appears to have developed
into a super player , and sophomore Kevin Ryan was
brilliant all day at center half-back. Colby depended
heavily on their fullbacks in the Clark game, and Andy
Bagley, Jim Porter , Chet Hickox , and Paul Pape all
played well there. Carmichael was steady in goal, but
the continuous rain and cold was no help. Halfback
Rick D avis was another steady performer who made
several key plays.
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Colby met Maine on Wednesday, and will play
The Whole Earth Catalo gue calls fo- Lowell Tech, Saturday at 11:00 a.m. in another home
contest .
rt maStGK piGC6. If you don't think you have any questions about your body, you'll probably be surprised. And if you're
rooking for a stronger , clearer sense of yourself as a woman, you 'll
be satisfied ."
-Diana Shugart , Th e Wh ole Earth Catalogue
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Hurry, Hurry
Closes Oct. 28

Maine's Best Lobste r Pound
S'MCC 10BO

Proprietors Don and Betty Rancourt

THE COLBY ECHO

publicly expresses its appreciation
to the following loyal advertisers
• New England Music Center
• You Know Whose Pub
• Dunham 's of Maine
• Levine's
• Norm 's Pizza
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by Bill Narwold
Unfortunately, it seems that the American
public is often easily swayed by a single event and
accepts it'to be the absolute truth. Such was the
case last Thursday night as the females of the
world took great pleasure in watching Billie Jean
King trounce Bobby Riggs.
I have to wonder at what sort of perverse
enjoyment a person can get from seeing a female
with thighs bigger than my waist and with the
arms of a Russian weight-lifter whollop a man
practically old enough to receive social security. .
Fact : a twenty-nine year old female in the prime
of her career easily beats in three sets a fifty-five
year old man whose last major win was Wimbledon in 1939. Fiction : women's lib has proven
beyond a shadow of a doubt that men and women
are equal partners. Logic and reason , two characteristics rather unfamiliar to females, would seem to
dictate otherwise.
Concerning the Riggs-King match, I believe the
outcome only proved the obvious, i.e. Bobby
Riggs is a superb hustler. Win or lose, Riggs stood
to clear hundreds of thousands of dollars , more
than King has made in ten years of tournaments.
For any female to watch two and a half hours of
rather uninspiring tennis and then say "I told you
so," is typical of the incoherent , inconsistent,
logic that has exemplified the female through
history . However , I am not arguing male superiority, only that male and female are each suited
for different activities and tasks. The male , for
instance, is eminently more qualified in athletic
endeavors, while the female is uncontested in
domestic pursuits. We must learn to understand and
and respect these inherent differences and realize
that it really is "a man 's world." Point, game , set,
and match.
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Thousands of Topics
$2.75 per page
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Send for your up-to-da te , 160-page,
I
mail order catalog. Enclose $1.00
to cover postage (delivery time is
I
I
1 to 2 days).
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RESEARCH ASSISTANCE, INC.
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. . more than a fine restaurant

54 COLLEGE AVENUE / WATERVILLE. MAINE 04901

COLBY specials
Since 1932
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High Holidays
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Services will be conducted at Beth Israel synagogue
on Main Street , Waterville . Students who cannot find
rides with their friends should sign up for transportation (sheets are located outside Room 207F, Miller
Library).
T>urs., Sept. 27—First day of Rosh Hashannah.
Service begins at 9:00 a.m.
Fri., Sept. 28— Second day. Same schedule
Fri. Oct. 5-Kol Nidre. Service at 7:00 p.m.
Sat. Oct 6—Yom Kippur. Service begins at 9:00 a.m
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High Holiday Sermons
First day of Rosh Hashaiinah: 'Was Don Quixote
Jewish?"; Second day: "God's Executive Clemency";
Kol Nidre: "Walter Cronkite's Right "; Yom Kippur :
"Kosher Pickles, No Ice-Cream".
Friday Night and Saturday Morning Services
At this time , the congregation plans to hold several
Friday night services each month. Exact details to
be announced.
Saturday services begin at 9 a.m. each week .

Library Orientation

TED SHIRO 'S
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Beef and Brew

WATERVILL E ,AUGUSTA ,ORONO

Library orientation lecture/tours are being offered
for those who :
are taking English 115 but for whose section a
tour is not scheduled
either never had a tour or need a refresher;
these lecture/tours tak e between forty-five minutes
and an hour and will be aimed at teaching the fundamentals of doing research work in the library.
Morning, afternoon , and evening hours are being
scheduled. For details, please come to the reference
desk in Miller Library or call Caroly Smith at ext. 208.

Mathematics Lecture
Dr. Frederick B. Thompson , Professor of Applied
GIVE SOMEBODY DUNKIN DON UTS gW*g\
Science and Philosophy at the California Institute of
Mj MJ
GET SOME LOVIN'BACK
Technology , will be the first lecturer in the series
sponsored by the mathematics department under a
grant from the General Electric Foundation. His lecture , which is open to the public, will be given on
Ralph W. Atkins Co.
Tuesday evening, October 2 at 7 p.m. in Lovejoy
came ras - supp lies
Auditorium.
Dr. Thompson is making a return visit to the campus
photofinishing
In November 197 1 he came to Colby as a Phi Beta
Kappa Visiting Lecturer. His special interests concern
-Sales
the impact of informational technology on how we
Typewriters
gain knowledge and on our social mechanisms. Dr.
Thompson has worked with the computer artist John
-Service
Whitney and will once again relate his work in this
34 main st -waJtervilH
area to the humanistic contributions of the new
mmmm
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technologies.
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COUTURE'S BARBER SHOP & HAIRS TYLING
Th e Elite
"Roffler Sculptur Kut"

Razor Styling-Hairpieces
Private Styling Room
open 8a, m,-5 p.m, InctSat, (Fri, Until 6p.m.)
Closed Mon.
AIR CONDITIONED
453-2714
la Cottage Fair

VIT
The Strong Vocational Interest Test will be given
October 3 at 6:30 p.m. in Lovej oy Auditorium,

Film Jan Plan
Anybody interested in d oing a Jan Plan related
to film with the University Film Study Center in
Boston , please contact Deb Girardin, ext. 237.
Student judiciary In terviews
Thursday, September 27, at 6:30, the Student
Judiciary will begin interviews to fill two vacant
posts. One junior man and one sophomore woman
will be selected at this time. All those interested
in applying please come at 6:30, to sign up for an
interview.
The interviews will be held in the Stu-J room ,
second floor , Roberts Union.

Engraver For Use
The Student Avtivities Office has purchased an
electric engraver for imprinting one's name and/or
social security number on all hard-surfaced personal
valuables, A bike, radio, or stereo so marked is
much easier to recover in the event it is lost or
stolen. See your head resident for more information

Free j itney Service
Students living off campus are reminded that
free Jitney service is available to them. See schedules
posted around campus for Concourse-area departure times.

Part-time Work
Students looking for part-time work are encouraged
sign
to
up with the Colby/Waterville Employment
Service and check the job information board at the
Roberts Union desk.
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Philosophy-Religion Lecture

The second in a series of lectures on Chinese Philojfl lP
g| i sophy will be given tonight, Sept. 27 , at 8:00 p.m.
by Wing-tsit Chan, Gillispie
JHLJ in Given Auditorium
of
Philosophy
, Chatham College and
i^P% Professor
¦
I Prefessor Emeritur, Dartmouth College. The title
flT HHl will be "Chinese Buddhism , Harmony of Man and
Nature."
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Graduate Schools
Representatives from the following graduate
schools will be on campus in October:
wn University Law School, Dean
ct
^ ' * : Georgeto
Wilmont, 3:00-5:30 p.m., Whitney Room.
Oct. 2: Boston College Law School, Prof. Robert
Berry , 2:00-5:00 p.m., Place to be announced.
University Law School, Keith Hey,
Oct. 3: Temple
of
Director Admissions, 9:30-12 noon , Place to be _

H 1 Oct. 8: Wharton Graduate Division, U. Pennsylvania ,
Wtth Mrs. Elsie Dengel, Asst Director of Admissions,
j
¦ H 9:00-12 noon, Place to be announced.
Oct. 9: Babson College M.B.A., Jay Allschwang,
f |
LJ ^m Director of Graduate Admissions, 9:00-10:30 a.m.,
H 9 Place to be announced.
wBJ* Oct. 10: Boston University M .B.A., all day, Place to
a 9
be announced.
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The second lecture of the Science Division Colloquiu m will take place on Tuesday, October 2, from
12:30 to 1:15 in the Smith Room , Roberts Union.
Prof. H.T. Hayslett will speak on "Gambler's Ruin."
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For sale: Beatuiful handwoven articles by Leah
j _jm\
(Missy) Fitz-Gerald of Castine , Me. See Vicki Betts , HH I
rm. 317 Roberts , Tues. and Thurs. 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. fHM

Grad Rec Exam

Graduate Record Examination applications
gg^Tr
in are
at the Career
ffice
Lovejoy 110.
Counseling
available
O
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Wanted : Double bass or electric bass player for
newly minted modern jazz group. Call : Roger ,
ext. 562 , or Peter, ext. 545 , or Brad , ext. 545 .

IJH I

Students interested in the LSAT may pick up applinH Jj cations from Prof. Berschneider , and applications for
H H the ATGSB may be obtained from Prof. Walter

Lost: Sat. night at Marriner or KDR- long, green
pullover raincoat . $5 reward . Call Cliff ext. 5 64.
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Student Judiciary

» "ta kej ust
a little bitoff ,"
we takejust a

Science Colloquium
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This Friday night , Sept. 28, the Coffee House in
H
! Runnals Basement presents the Palermo Puddlehoppers,
: a country style band including sax, accordian, and har- R j U
: monica. 8:30 p.m. Food and drink available. Cover
BH
; charge 50 cents. Closed Saturday
1MB
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I should like remind members the Junior
^ Class of the Senior Scholars Program which is available ^f
1
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for the senior year. While it is far too early to apply
fl ||
^\ for the program-the
second half of , Spring Term is
|B
Lj L
|the proper time-it is not too early to begin thinking
't . about it and to begin
HI
/ making arrangements for a tutor . The need now to make EH
¦
> plans for a Junior Year January Program lends itself
y
J well to planning for the Senior Scholar Program.
»
Perhaps
a
January
Plan
in
1974 could be preliminary to HMj
j
J or an 'audition ' for the more extensive program in
WmJf
' Jk
| the academic year 1974-1975. Please feel free to ask
i me or any committee member for information about
¦UJ
;¦ becoming a Senior Scholar- George D. Maier , Chairman , J™1
Senior Scholars Committee.
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Thursday, Sept. 27 at 6:30 , the Student Ju diciary
will begin interviews to fill two vacant posts.beOne
Ej B^ junior man and one sohpomore woman will selected
Jrwgy at this time. All those interested in applying please
Tp^^L come at 6:30, to sign up for an interview.
The interviews will be held in the Stu=J room
j JHH
second
floor, Roberts Union.
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Senior Scholars for Juniors
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MAINE'S FINEST

Webber Steah House ,^m^
% Sea Food rf%
Cocktai ls

• Tel . 207/453-901 1

3 M m. nor th of downtown Wate rville on Rts. 201 • 11 & 100

Open 7:00 a.m. to 10 p.m.; weekends to 11 p.m.
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Quality Food; Good Service. Low Prices, and
ju M I he right amt of atmosphere at:
(Maine 's Finest Little Steak House)

Jwh ^B.
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f eaturi ng

The birds,

animals £f flowers
are dying to tellus...
"Give a hoot,
don't pollute."

PIZZAS - ITALIANS
DAGWOODS - GRINDERS

DEER ON TAP
TABLE SERVICE
AIR CONDITIONED
Coll Ahead tor Toko -Out Servi ce

VILLAGE BARBERS
Main Street ,Waterville
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Free delivery with $5,00 food order

872-2400 aur

Join WxttlayQwlb fight anniiwt pollution .Today.
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Beef Bourguignonne
Cold Meat Platter

Monte Cristo Sandwich
Broiled Scrod

Wednesday:
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NEXT WEEK'S SPECIAL S
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Broiled Ham Steak
Chicken Salad
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Thursday :
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Lasagne

1.70

Baked Stuffed Hacklock
Pub
Pork Chops
a la

1.70
1.85

Soup V Sandwich

1.25
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Hot Roast Bgef Sandwich
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I TheAir Force ROTC
CollegePro gram has 3
things to offer that other
college programs don't.
1.6,500 scholarships.
2. $10Q monthly allowance.
3. Free flying lessons.
Enroll in Air Force ROT C.
Contact

At

Lt. Col. Theodore J. Finnegan

the Roberts Union Building

Find Yourself A Future In Air Force ROTC.
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Ca tering to the College Crowd
on Tuesday and Wednesday nights:

BLUE GRASS WITH CHRIS PRICKITT

One of the Best Assortments of Drinks in Town
7:00 a.m.-l s00 a.m.
19'A Tem p le Street
GOOD FOOD
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INFORMAL ATMOSPHERE

Grill Open 24 hours a day
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